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BID SHEET 
Must be received before 6:00 PM (ET), Tuesday, November 28, 2023 

A BUYER’S PREMIUM OF 15% WILL BE ADDED TO THE SELLING PRICES OF ALL LOTS 
AND BECOME A PART OF THE TOTAL PURCHASE PRICE. 

Name Philatelic References 
Address  
 APS# (or other Soc.) 
Tel:  
  
Below are the highest prices I agree to pay for each of the lot listed, it being 
understood that Raritan Stamps, Inc will purchase for me each lot at one interval 
over the second highest bid. 
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  Email: info@raritanstamps.com   
  Tel: 732.422.2124   
  Fax: 732.422.2125   

Bidding Intervals 
Bids Increase Bids Increase 

Up to $100 $5 $2,500-$5,000 $250 
$100-$250 $10 $5,000-$10,000 $500 
$250-$500 $25 $10,000-$25,000 $1,000 
$500-$1,000 $50 $25,000-$50,000 $2,500 

   $1,000-$2,500 $100 $50,000-$150,000 $5,000 
Bids that do not conform to the above will be automatically reduced to the 

appropriate level. 
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AUCTION SCHEDULE 
We will accept bids for Auction #98 by mail, fax, e-mail and on-line through our website. 

We guarantee acceptance of absentee bids, if they are received  
no later than two hours before starting of each Auction Section. 

Live Auction will be held on November 29-30, 2023 within two sections on two platforms: 
BidSpirit.com and StampAuctionNetwork.com simultaneously. 

November 29 
Wednesday 

11:00 am – 3:00 pm Lots #1-346 Chust and Mukachevo overprints – 
Postage stamps and Postal History, 
Berehove and Teresva overprints, 1st  
Uzhgorod surcharges, 2nd Uzhgorod 
surcharges on Definitive and Great 
Women issues 

November 30 
 Thursday 

11:00 am – 3:00 pm Lots #347–656 2nd Uzhgorod surcharges on 
Commemorative, Semi-Postal and Postage 
Due stamps, 2nd Uzhgorod surcharges 
over Chust overprints, Postal History of 
the 1st and 2nd Uzhgorod issues, Soviet 
Definitive issues - Postage stamps and 
Postal History, Carpatho-Ukraine Postal 
Stationery items 

 
Please arrange a telephone line as early as possible, if you are unable to participate 

in the Live Auction. 
We will accept registration for the Live Auction after posting Catalog on our 

website. 
 

You just need a computer and an internet connection to participate 
in the Live Internet Auction! 

Participation in the Live Internet Auction requires a few simple steps: 
1. You must be a registered user of the Raritan Stamps, Inc. website. For registration please go to 
www.raritanstamps.com and follow the link “Join Now” at the left of the page. 
2. After registration, you have to send a request for participation in the Live Auction through the link 
“Live Bidding Request”. When you fill out the Live Bidding request form on our website you allow us to 
register you on the BidSpirit website using the information you provided. 

3. Once you receive the confirmation of your registration, you can go to BidSpirit.com during the 
Auction, enter your used ID and password and access the Live Bidding. 

4. If you would like to bid through StampAuctionNetwork you have to register there and put a 
checkmark "Raritan Stamps" during the registration. If you already had been registered at 
StampAuctionNetwork please make sure that you sent a request to bid in Raritan Stamps Auctions. 

For additional information and links, please visit www.raritanstamps.net  
Please call or e-mail us at web@raritanstamps.com if you need any 

assistance. 
RARITAN STAMPS, Inc. 

PO Box 425, Cranbury, NJ 08512-0425, USA 
Phone: 732.422.2124  Fax: 732.422.2125 

Email: info@raritanstamps.com 
Visit our website: www.raritanstamps.com 
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Lot Bid Lot Bid Lot Bid Lot Bid 
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
        
  Email: info@raritanstamps.com   
  Tel: 732.422.2124   
  Fax: 732.422.2125   

Please check appropriate box below to indicate your way of payment: 
q Personal Check or Money Order in US funds, drawn by US Bank. 
q Bank transfers, wires, etc. with all the charges prepaid, additional wire transfer fee 

of $30 will be applied. 
q VISA or MasterCard - immediate payment (within 5 business days) is required. 

 

PLEASE CHARGE MY PURCHASES TO: 
 VISA MASTER CARD 

 

 Expiry Date  CVV code 

 Cardholder’s Name 

 Signature 
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Jiří Majer 
1951-2019 

Mr. Jiří Majer was a collector, researcher, and philatelic expert by inclination and 
a philatelic dealer and auctioneer by profession. During his career, he built one of 
the most respected Auction Houses in the Czech Republic, whose reputation is 
evidenced by the names of the owners of famous collections and exhibits 
entrusted to him for sale. The most prominent collections are associated with the 
names of J. L. Klein from the Netherlands, Charles Chesloe from the USA, Max 
Mahr and Fred Hefer from Germany. All of those were successfully sold in the J. 
Majer Auctions in the past decades. He had excellent contacts with American and 
European philatelic communities, and his undeniable dedication to the return of 
Czechoslovak philatelic rarities, which had been removed abroad in the 20th 
Century to their homeland. 
 
Jiří Majer was born and raised in Kadaň, a town in Chomutov District in the Ústí 
nad Labem Region of the former Czechoslovakia, now the Czech Republic. After 
receiving his high school diploma, he studied to be a printer and obtained an 
internship at Typographische Amalt in Vienna, where he worked for a year and a 
half. Then he served as a Czechoslovak Army soldier, and after his military duty, 
he worked in various blue-collar occupations. In 1990, he turned his long-time 
hobby into a full-time job for the rest of his life. 
 
Mr. Majer's main professional interest was Czechoslovak Philately, however, as a 
prominent collector, he spent a lot of time researching and assembling one of the 
most valuable and powerful collection of Carpatho-Ukraine, the territory where in 
1940's converged interests of Czechoslovakia, Hungary, and Soviet Union. He 
published a comprehensive catalog on this subject in 2008. 
 
Another point of interest of Mr. Majer was the Czechoslovak Legion Post in 
Russia. In 2017, he and his long-term friend and colleague Jaroslav Verner wrote 
a monograph ''Pošta Čechoslovak Vojsk v Rusku 1914-1920'' in the series of 
monographs of Czechoslovak and Czech stamps and postal history.  
 
On behalf of the family of Mr. Majer, we are offering in this Auction the best-
formed Collection of the Carpatho-Ukraine of 1944-1945. This Collection is 
comprised of practically all issued stamps, including unique and extremely rare 
pieces with extraordinary postal history items. 
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FIRST SECTION – AT 11:00 AM, NOVEMBER 29, 2023

Mr. Majer was internationally recognized as professional philatelist, auctioneer and dealer 
in Czechoslovak philately. He was the serious researcher of Czech Corps in Siberia and the 

author of the Zakarpatska Ukrajina Specializovany Katalog, one of the most comprehensive 
catalogs of Carpatho-Ukraine, therefore, we are not always stating when the offered items 
were also expertized by other experts. All these philatelic materials are from the Jiří Majer 

Collection and as such are considered to have been expertized by him. Raritan Stamps guar-
antee will be issued upon request.

 

Lot Cat. # Description Est $

T H E  J I Ř Í  M A J E R  C O L L E C T I O N  O F  C A R P A T H O  - 
U K R A I N E  1 9 4 4 - 1 9 4 5

Catalogued by Specializovany Katalog "Zakarpatska Ukrajina" by  J. Majer, refer-
ence to the Georg von Steiden Spezialkatalog Karpaten-Ukraine mentioned in item 

description when necessary

Hungarian Postage stamps used in Chust

1 U * 1944, three covers, two postcards (one - stationery card) and three large 
pieces, all cancelled by red or blue Chust markings (#Cr1), all dated by 
September of 1944, arranged on original Collection pages with detailed 
inscription, some with Dr. Blaha expert's hs, generally VF and scarce 
group, Est. $500-$600

250

CHUST POSTAGE STAMPS

2 ** C1-17, 
C21-26

1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on Hungarian definitive 
stamps of 1943 1f-1p, including stamp of 80f (50 printed), St. Margaret 
30f and Great Women 20f-80f, complete set of 23, full OG, NH, VF, all 
''key'' values expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK30,400=US$1,375

250

3 ** C1-14, 
C16-17, 
C21-26

1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on Hungarian definitive 
stamps of 1943 1f-1p (no 80f stamp), St. Margaret 30f and Great Women 
20f-80f, set of 22, full OG, NH, VF, most with Dr. Blaha and others guar-
antees, C.v. CZK21,900=US$995 

150

4 ** C27-28, 
C27a-28a

1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on Admiral Horthy 2p 
and 5p, two complete sets of two values, watermark Double Cross (IX) or 
Wreath and Crown (X), extremely fresh and choice, full OG, NH, VF and 
very rare, only 19 such sets possible, each one with several expert's hs 
on reverse, C.v. CZK65,500=US$2,975

750

5 ** C29-38 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on Hungarian Postage 
Dues of 1941-44, 2f-40f, complete set of ten, watermark Wreath and 
Crown (X), full OG, NH, VF, properly expertized by Dr. Blaha and others, 
C.v. CZK36,800=US$1,675 

300

6 ** C39N, var 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on Christmas stamp of 
4f dark green, two unissued values, one with partially doubled overprint, 
full OG, NH, VF, Dr. Blaha and others expert's marks, C.v. CZK12,000 
for two stamps without variety 

200

7 ** C11Pp/ 
21Pp

1944, inverted black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on definitives 
of 20f, 30f and 1p, St. Margaret 30f and St. Elizabeth 20f, set of five val-
ues, full OG, NH, VF and scarce group, each one with Dr. Blaha expert's 
hs, C.v. CZK30,800=US$1,400 

300

8 ** C26 var 1944, inverted black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on I. Zinyi 
stamp of 80f carmine brown, full original gum with slight wrinkle, NH, 
VF appearance of this extremely rare error, expertized by Dr. Blaha and 
others, this stamp is not mentioned in the Majer Cat., Est. $600-$750

300

9 ** C10Pd, 
C25Pd, 
footnote

1944, double black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on 10f black 
brown and on 70f deep orange, in addition six values with partially in-
complete, blurry or overinked overprints, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by 
Dr. Blaha, C.v. is about CZK11,000 

150
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1 / $250
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2 / $250

—————— 3 / $150 —————— —— 6 / $200 ——
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——— 4 / $750 ———

5 / $300

—————— 7 / $300 ——————

8 / $300

9 / $150
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Lot Cat. # Description Est $

10 **  C1/36, 
var

Selection of Multiples 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' 
on Definitives, Great Women and Postage Due issues, 14 blocks of 4, 
and one of each block of 6, 12, 15, 20 and 50, bearing several overinked, 
incompletely printed, missing accent over ''C'' and etc., full OG, NH, VF, 
generally with Dr. Blaha hs on reverse, all arranged on 4 pages from the 
Collection, C.v. CZK56,000++, Est. $800-$1,000

400

11 **F C1/39N Balance of the Chust issue 1944, 40 stamps bearing black hands-
tamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'', including 23 definitives with two blocks 
of four, 4 of the Kossuth issue, including complete set, 4 of the Great 
Women set, 8 overprints on Postage Dues and one unissued Christmas 
4f green, as well as 43 stamps bearing various types of forged over-
prints, all arranged on stockpage and pages from the Collection, full 
OG, apparently all are NH, VF, genuine stamps properly expertized, C.v. 
CZK54,000=US$2,450, Est. $600-$750 (website photo)

300

CHUST POSTAL HISTORY ITEMS
12 * C12 1944 (December 16), black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on 24f 

violet, used on Hungarian stationery card (no pre-printed stamp), tied 
by ''ČSR. Chust'' circular date stamp (No. Cr2), sent in Chust, VF, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK7,900

150

13 * C6x2, C8, 
C18x2

1945 (January 4), five values with black handstamped overprint 
''ČSP.1944'', used on cover sent in Chust, tied by ''ČSR. Chust'' circular 
date stamp (No. Cr2), VF and scarce, C.v. CZK16,100, Est. $500-$600 

250

14 * C11, C13, 
C21, C23

1945 (January 4), four values with black handstamped overprint 
''ČSP.1944'', used on cover sent in Chust, tied by ''ČSR. Chust'' circular 
date stamp (No. Cr2), VF, C.v. CZK7,300 

100

15 * C5/23 Group of Five Postal History Items with circular ''ČSR. Chust'' (No. 
Cr2) 1944-45, one postcard and four covers, franked by one, two or 
three stamps with black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'', four sent 
in Chust and one addressed to Berehovo, arranged on original Collection 
pages, mostly VF and rare group, C.v. CZK21,500, Est. $800-$1,000

400

16 * C13 1944-45, black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on 30f carmine 
used on homemade envelope from Chust to Lokhovo Notary Public, tied 
by double circle violet black ''Chust. Posta. CS'' marking (No. Cr3), two 
boxed ''Provereno'' (Checked) censorship hs in blue, VF, C.v. CZK9,000, 
Est. $300-$400

150

17 * C9-10, 
C13

Three Items with double circle violet black ''Chust. Posta.CS'' (No. 
Cr3) 1944-45, two sent from Chust to Lokhovo Notary Public, franked 
by black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on 12f and 18f or 30f, each 
one with boxed ''Provereno'' (Checked) censorship hs in blue, the last one 
is Czechoslovak Post pre-printed envelope with 12f and 18f stamps, VF, 
C.v. CZK22,000, Est. $600- $700

300

Chust overprinted stamps used in Syvlyush (now Vynohradiv)

18 * C1/25 1944-45, 12 stamps with black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' 
used on philatelic cover addressed to Chust, tied by violet ''Sevlus. CS 
Posta'' double circle marking (No. Cr4), VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK19,400, Est. $400-$500

200

19 * C7/25 1944 (December 28), 5 stamps with black handstamped overprint 
''ČSP.1944'' used on registered cover addressed to Chust, tied by violet 
''Sevlus.CS Posta'' double circle marking (No. Cr4), VF, C.v. CZK12,300, 
Est. $300-$400 

150

20 * C8, C11 1944 (December 8), 10f and 18f with black handstamped overprint 
''ČSP.1944'' used on cover from Syvlyush to Cherny Ardov (Chornotysiv), 
cancelled by oval bilingual ''Sevlus'' date stamp in black (No. Cr5), fresh 
and VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v.CZK9,500, Est. $300-$400

150
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Ex #10

10 / $400
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13 / $250

15 / $400

12 / $150
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14 / $100
16 / $150

17 / $300
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20 / $150
              18 / $200

21 / $300
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Lot Cat. # Description Est $

21 * C23 Three Covers with black oval ''Sevlus'' date stamp (No. Cr5) 1944, 
each one franked by black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on St. 
Elizabeth 30f, dated ''1.XII.1944'', ''7.XII.1944'' and ''4.XII.1944'' respec-
tively, housed on original Collection pages, mostly VF, C.v. CZK22,500, 
Est. $600-$750

300

22 * C4, C7-8 Chust overprinted stamps used in Uhlya 1944-45, cover from Uhlya 
to Chust franked by black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on 4f, 
8f and 10f, all tied by ''UHLA'' bilingual marking (No. Cr6), the last one 
affixed on reverse and damaged on time cover was opening, void ''T'' 
marking, mostly VF and rare, C.v. CZK9,500, Est. $400- $500 (website 
photo)

200

Teresva Postal History Items

23 * 1944 (November 12), official stationery money letter for 220 penge to 
Chust, bearing three different markings - oval five-line ''Republika 
Československa. Teresva...'' in red (No. Cr7), two-line ''CS.- Posta.Ter-
esva'' in black (No. Cr8) and double circle violet black ''Chust. Posta. 
CS'' (No. Cr3), the same markings placed on reverse, wax seals, on page 
from the Collection, VF and very rare, C.v. CZK19,000, Est. $800-$1,000

400

24 * 1944 (November 12), Official stationery money letter for 199.30 penge 
from Teresva to Chust, bearing three different markings - oval five-line 
''Republika Československa. Teresva...'' in red (No. Cr7), two-line ''CS.- 
Posta. Teresva'' in black (No. Cr8) and double circle violet black ''Chust. 
Posta. CS'' (No. Cr3), the same markings placed on reverse, wax seals, 
housed on page from the Collection, VF and vary rare, C.v. CZK19,000, 
Est. $800-$1,000

400

25 * Three Covers with Teresva postal markings No. Cr7 and Cr8 1944, 
official cover bearing both cancellations (No.Cr7 dated 12.11.), two oth-
ers franked by three Hungarian definitive stamps w/o overprint and 
cancelled by No. Cr7 in red and Chust No. Cr3, on front or reverse, all 
addressed to Chust, a few folds did not affect the stamps, arranged on 
pages from the Collection, F/VF, Est. $1,000-$1,200

500

Chust overprinted stamps used in Lypcha

26 * C8 x3 1945 (January 17), black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on 10f 
olive brown, horizontal pair and a single used on cover to Volovets, 
tied by straight line ''Lipča'' marking in black (No. Cr9), mostly VF, C.v. 
CZK8,500, Est. $300-$400

150

27 * C13 1945 (January 22), cover to Chust, franked by black handstamped over-
print ''ČSP.1944'' on 30f carmine red, tied by straight line ''Lipča'' mark-
ing in black (No. Cr9), endorsed date ''22/I'', mostly VF and scarce, ex-
pertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK6,500, Est. $200-$250

100

28 * C8 x3, 
C23

Two Covers with straight line ''Lipča'' marking (No. Cr9) 1945, first 
one addressed to Volovets and franked by three stamps of 10f olive 
brown, the other one - to Chust and franked by St. Elizabeth 30f brown 
orange, both mounted on page from the Collection, mostly VF, C.v. 
CZK15,000, Est. $500-$600 (website photo)

250

Chust overprinted stamps used in Volove

29 * C8, C10 1945, Hungarian stationery postcard (no pre-printed stamp) addressed 
to Chust, franked by black handstamped overprint ''ČSP.1944'' on 10f 
and 18f, tied by violet Volove circular bilingual marking (No. Cr10), an-
other cancellation with handwritten date ''3.2.45'' is alongside, mostly 
VF, C.v. CZK7,500, Est. $300-$400

150

30 * C8, C10 Two Postcards with circular ''Volove'' marking (No. Cr10) 1945, 
each one franked by 10f and 18f with black handstamped overprint 
''ČSP.1944'' and bearing postmark in violet (dated 3.2.45) or black (dat-
ed 5.2.45), both addressed to Chust, housed on page from the Collec-
tion, mostly VF, C.v. CZK15,000, Est. $500-$600 (website photo)

250
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25 / $500

26 / $150

19 / $150

23 / $400
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24 / $400

27 / $100
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Lot Cat. # Description Est $

Chust overprinted stamps philatelically used in Košice

31 * C1/16, 
C17, 
C21/25

1945 (March 14), 15 stamps with ''ČSP'' handstamped overprint, includ-
ing 11 definitives and 4 of the Great Women issue, used on cover sent in 
Košice, each one tied by appropriate double ring date stamp, VF, scarce 
franking, this cover is shown in the Cat. on page 133, Est. $300-$400

150

32 * C1, C7, 
C4/10

Two Items with Košice Cancellation 1945, Czech stationery postcard 
1.50k brown uprated by Chust overprints on 1f and 8f; cover franked by 
overprinted 4f, 8f, 10f and 18f, tied by Košice date stamps of ''8.III.45'' 
and ''10.III.45'' respectively, sent locally in Košice (now city in Slovakia, 
approximately 50mi from Carpatho-Ukraine), arranged on page from the 
Collection, mostly VF, C.v.CZK6,600, Est. $300-$400 (website photo)

150

MUKAČEVO POSTAGE STAMPS
33 ** 1-19 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Hungarian definitive 

stamps, 1f-5p, complete set of 19, full OG, NH, VF, rare in complete unit, 
each stamp with Dr. Blaha guarantee hs, C.v. CZK70,500=US $3,200 

600

34 **  M4, var 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on J. Hunyadi 4f brown, 
complete sheet of 100 with control number ''44.VIII.'' at left margin, a 
few incomplete overprints presented, several folds along perforation, mi-
nor marginal separations, full OG, NH, VF and unique multiple, C.v. 
CZK86,000=US$3,900 (website photo)

500

35 ** M6Pp 1944, inverted black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on M. Zrinyi 6f gray, 
full OG, NH, VF and scarce, only 20 stamps were produced, expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK15,000 

250

36 **  M7, var 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Francis II Rakoczy 8f dark 
green, complete sheet of 100 with control number ''43.IX.'' at left margin, 
a few incomplete overprints presented, several folds along perforation, 
minor marginal separations, full OG, NH, VF and unique multiple, C.v. 
CZK42,000 (website photo)

400

37 **  M10, var 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, 
complete sheet of 100 with control number ''44.II.'' at left margin, a few 
incomplete overprints presented, several folds along perforation and 
mostly marginal separations, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. CZK4,000 (website 
photo)

100

38 * M10Pp 1944, inverted black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Virgin Mary 18f 
dark gray, used on Hungarian postcard, tied by double ring ''1.XII.1944'' 
date stamp (No. Mr1) and large straight line ''MUKAČEVO'' marking (No. 
Mr2), censorship ''Provereno'', mounted on part of Collection page, VF 
and very rare, only 5 stamps with inverted overprint were produced, Est. 
$800-$1,000

400

39 **  M11, var 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on St. Stephen's Crown 
20f red brown, three-side margin block of 50 (10x5), a few incomplete 
overprints presented, several folds along perforation, minor margin-
al separations, full OG, NH, VF and the largest known multiple, C.v. 
CZK120,000=US$5,450 as singles

600

40 ** M16Pp 1944, inverted black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on St. Stephen's Crown 
80f yellow brown, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 5 stamps with inverted over-
print were produced, Dr. Blaha's expert sign, C.v. CZK25,000=US$1,135 

400

41 ** M19 var 1944, inverted black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on St. Stephen's 
Crown 5p dark red violet, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, quantity 
is unknown, this stamp is not listed in the Cat., but were placed together 
with other 5 stamps bearing inverted overprint, Est. $800-$1,000

400

42 ** M20-22 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Admiral Horthy 1p, 2p, 
and 5p, complete set of three, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp with Dr. 
Blaha guarantee hs, C.v. CZK22,400 

250
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43 U M21-22 1944, Admiral Horthy, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on 2p and 
5p used on a large piece, tied by double ring ds and large ''MUKAČEVO'' 
handstamp, fresh and VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK20,100 

200

44 ** M20 var 1944, inverted black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Admiral Horthy 
1p dark green and buff, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 10 stamps with 
inverted overprint were produced, this stamp is not listed in the Cat., 
but was placed together with other 5 stamps bearing inverted overprint, 
Est. $700-$900

350

45 ** M21Pp 1944, inverted black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Admiral Horthy 
2p brown and buff, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 10 stamps were pro-
duced, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK20,000 

350

46 ** M23-28 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Great Women issue, 20f-
80f, complete set of six, full OG, NH, VF and rare unit, only 25 stamps 
of 24f were printed, each value with Dr. Blaha's expert mark, C.v. 
CZK48,500=US $2,200 

500

47 ** M29-33, 
M30a

1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Count S. Czechenyi issue, 
10f-40f, complete set of six including both 16f stamps, full OG, NH, VF 
and very rare, only 5 stamps of 16f olive green were overprinted, each 
one with Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK47,600, stamp of M30a priced 
with ''-'', Est. $1,800-$2,000

900

48 ** M34-38 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Churches and Cathedrals 
issue, 30f-80f, complete set of five, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK39,800=US$1,800 

400

49 ** M39-42 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Horthy Aviation Fund is-
sue, 8+8f - 30+30f, complete set of four, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, 
each stamp with Dr. Blaha guarantee hs, C.v. CZK36,000=US$1,650 

350

50 ** M43-44, 
M45-48

1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Stephen Horthy and Kos-
suth issues, 20f and 30+20f; 4f-50f, the total is six stamps, full OG, NH, 
VF and scarce, most with Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK20,500 

200

51 ** M49-51 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Christmas of 1943, 4f, 20f 
and 30f, complete set of three, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK26,000 

250

52 ** M52-55 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Red Cross issue, 20+20f 
- 70+70f, complete set of four, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp with Dr. 
Blaha's expert marking, C.v. CZK36,000 

350

53 **  M52-55 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Red Cross issue, 
20+20f - 70+70f, complete set in blocks of four, three with sheet 
margins, paper wrinkle on one stamp of 50+50f block, full OG, 
NH, VF and with high probability unique set of multiples, C.v. 
CZK144,000=US$6,550

1,500

54 ** M65-80 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Postage Due stamps 
2f-60f, complete set of 16, including 36f (20 printed), 6f, 18f, 24f, 
30f, 50f and 60f (60 printed of each value), full OG, NH, VF and rare 
in complete unit, each stamps with Dr. Blaha guarantee hs, C.v. 
CZK121,700=US $5,530

1,200

55 **  M70, var 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Postage Due stamp of 10f 
brown red, watermark Wreath and Crown (X), three-side margin block 
of 50 (5x10), control marking ''44.IV.VI'' together with void marking 
''43.I.V.XI.'', several folds and minor separations, full OG, NH, VF, the 
largest known multiple, C.v. CZK112,000=US$5,100

600

Mukačevo overprints on Fiscal stamps

56 ** Mf1-4 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Judicial stamps of 10f, 
15f, 20f and 30f, complete set of four, each value with overprint ink per-
meating through porous paper, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK12,200

150
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57 **  Mf1, 
Mf3-4

1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Judicial stamps of 10f 
in left sheet margin horizontal strip of four, 20f in left sheet margin 
horizontal strip of five and 30f in top left corner sheet margin horizontal 
strip of four, all with full OG, NH, VF and very scarce multiples, C.v. 
CZK44,000++

400

58 ** Mf5-6, 
Mf8-12

1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Bond stamps of 3f, 15f, 
30f, 45f (20 stamps overprinted), 48f, 60f and 1.50p, set of seven values, 
full OG, NH, VF and scarce group, each stamp expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. CZK87,000=US $3,950 

800

59 ** Mf5 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Bond stamp of 3f violet 
brown and light brown, horizontal strip of three, full OG, NH, VF and 
scarce multiple, C.v. CZK21,000 

200

60 ** Mf13 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Bond stamp of 3p blue 
and light brown, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 7 stamps were pro-
duced, Dr. Blaha guarantee hs, C.v. CZK50,000=US$2,275 

600

61 ** Mf14-20 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Duty stamps of 4f, 5f, 10f, 
20f (23 printed), 30f, 40f and 50f, complete set of seven, full OG, NH, VF 
and rare unit, most with Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v.CZK76,900 

750

62 ** Mf21-25 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Duty stamps, two of 
1p with central design in brownish violet or in dark green, plus 
2p, 3p and 5p (9 printed), complete set of five, full OG, NH,VF 
and very rare group, each one with Dr. Blaha guarantee hs, C.v. 
CZK130,000=US$5,900

1,200

63 **  Mf21 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Duty stamp of 1p brown-
ish violet and orange, top left corner sheet margin horizontal strip of 
three, full OG with minor waves, NH, VF and scarce multiple, C.v. 
CZK39,000++ 

350

64 ** Mf26-33 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Fiscal stamps of 5f, 
10f, 20f, 50f, 1p (12 printed), 2.50p (16 printed), 3p and 4p, com-
plete set of eight, each one contains two parts (stamp and receipt), 
full OG, NH, VF and very rare unit, each stamp with Dr. Blaha's ex-
pert hs, C.v. CZK119,800=US$5,450

1,200
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65 ** Mf34-36 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Agriculture Workers 
Insurance stamps of 30f, 1p and 3.90p, each one contains two parts 
(stamp and receipt), complete set of three, full OG, NH, VF, Dr. Blaha's 
expert hs, C.v. CZK19,600 

200

66 ** Mf37-39 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Check stamps of 10f, 20f 
and 50f, complete set of three, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Dr. Blaha's 
guarantee hs, C.v. CZK46,000 

500

67 ** Mf40 1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on Check stamp of 2p brown 
on rose network, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 15 stamps were pro-
duced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK32,000 

400

68 **  Balance of the Mukačevo issues 1944-45, 29 mint stamps with black 
handstamped overprint ''ČSR'', including 8 definitives with block of four 
of 1p and unissued 8f, Stephen Horthy 30+20f, postage dues in blocks 
of 6 (2f)and 12 (10f), as well as top portions of fiscal stamps of 10f and 
1p (not counted), fresh quality, full OG, NH, mostly VF, C.v. CZK52,000, 
Est. $600-$700 (website photo)

300

MUKAČEVO POSTAL HISTORY ITEMS
69 * M2, M7, 

M43
1944 (December 9), cover to Prague, franked three stamps with black 
overprints ''ČSR'', including two definitives and Stephen Horthy 20f 
stamps, tied by double ring date stamp (No.Mr1) and large ''MUKAČEVO'' 
(No. Mr2) was placed, censorship ''Provereno'' markings, arranged on a 
part of Collection page, VF and rare, Est. $800-$1,000

400

70 * M5 x2, 
M11 x3

1944 (December 9), registered cover from Mukačevo to Medvedivtsi, 
franked by black overprints ''ČSR'' on 5f in vertical pair and 20f in hori-
zontal strip of three, tied by double ring date stamp (No. Mr1) and large 
''MUKAČEVO'' (No. Mr2) was applied, censorship ''Provereno'', arranged 
on a part of Collection page, VF and rare, Est. $800-$1,000

400

71 * M4, M29-
30

1944 (December 9), cover to Kendereshiv (now - Konoplivtsi), franked 
by three values with black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'', cancelled 
by double ring ds (No. Mr1), large ''MUKAČEVO'' marking (No. Mr2) is 
alongside, VF and scarce, C.v. CZK8,000 plus stamps of Szechenyi issue 
priced with ''-'' on cover, Est. $400-$500

200

72 * M8, M11 1944 (December 9), 10f and 20f with black handstamped overprint 
''ČSR'' used on cover to Kendereshiv (now - Konoplivtsi), cancelled by 
double ring ds (No. Mr1), large ''MUKAČEVO'' marking (No. Mr2) was 
applied, VF and scarce, Dr. Blaha guarantee hs, C.v. CZK14,700, Est. 
$300 -$400

150

73 * M8, M31 1944 (December 9), cover to Kendereshiv (now - Konoplivtsi), franked 
by two stamps with black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'', cancelled by 
double ring ds (No. Mr1), large ''MUKAČEVO'' marking (No. Mr2) was ap-
plied, VF, C.v. CZK7,500 with 20f stamp of Szechenyi issue priced with 
''-'' on cover, Est.$400-$500

200

74 * M8, M39-
40

1944 (December 5), three stamps with black handstamped overprint 
''ČSR'', including two of Aviation Fund issue, used on censored cover 
to Medvedivtsi, double ring date stamp cancellation (No. Mr1) and large 
straight line ''MUKAČEVO'' marking, VF and scarce, C.v. CZK7,500 plus 
Aviation Fund stamps catalogued with ''-'', Est. $500 -$600

250

75 * M8, Mf3 1944 (December 7), cover to Medvedivtsi franked by definitive stamp of 
10f and judicial stamp of 20f, both with ''ČSR'' handstamp, tied by dou-
ble ring date stamp and large ''MUKAČEVO'' straight line marking (No. 
Mr1 and Mr2), VF and scarce, C.v. CZK22,000, Est. $400-$500

200

76 * M8, Mf28 1944 (December 9), cover to Medvedivtsi, franked by black overprints 
''ČSR'' on definitive stamps 10f and fiscal stamp of 20f (both parts), tied 
by double ring date stamp (No. Mr1) and large ''MUKAČEVO'' (No. Mr2) 
is alongside, censorship ''Provereno'', arranged on a part of Collection 
page, VF and rare, C.v. CZK34,000, Est. $800-$1,000

400
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77 * M11, M70 1944 (December 9), definitive stamp of 20f and postage due stamp of 
10f, both with handstamped ''ČSR'' used on cover to Medvedivtsi, tied by 
double ring date stamp and large ''MUKAČEVO'' marking (No. Mr1 and 
Mr2), censorship ''Provereno'' and paper stripe, mostly VF and rare, C.v. 
CZK19,300, Est. $400-$500

200

78 * M11, Mf1 1944 (December 7), handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on definitive stamp of 
20f and judicial stamp of 10f, used on cover sent in Mukačevo, tied by 
double ring date stamp and large ''MUKAČEVO'' was applied (No. Mr1 
and Mr2), VF and scarce, expertized by Dr. Blaha. C.v. CZK17,700, Est. 
$400-$500

200

79 * M11, 
Mf37

1944 (December 9), definitive stamp of 20f and check stamp of 10f with 
black overprint ''ČSR'' used on cover to Medvedivtsi, tied by double ring 
date stamp (No. Mr1) and large ''MUKAČEVO'' (No. Mr2) was applied, 
censorship ''Provereno'', arranged on a part of Collection page, VF and 
very rare, CZK47,700, Est. $1,000-$1,200

500

80 * M27 1944 (December 9), registered cover to Medvedivtsi, franked by black 
overprints ''ČSR'' on Susanna Lorantffy 70f red orange, tied by double 
ring date stamp (No. Mr1) and large ''MUKAČEVO'' (No. Mr2) was 
placed, VF and rare, this stamp priced on cover with ''-'', Est. $400-
$500

200

81 * M29 x2, 
M31

1944 (December 9), Count Stephen Szechenyi pair of 10f and a single of 
20f, all with handstamp ''ČSR'' used on cover to Prague, tied by double 
ring date stamps (No. Mr1) with large ''MUKAČEVO'' (No. Mr2) is along-
side, censorship stripe and markings ''Provereno'', minor soiling, F/VF 
and rare, these stamps priced on cover with ''-'', Est. $800- $1,000

400

82 * M34-38 1944 (December 5), Churches and Cathedrals, handstamped overprint 
''ČSR'' on 30f-80f, complete set of five, used on cover to Medvedivtsi, can-
celled by double ring postmark (No. Mr1), large "MUKAČEVO" (No. Mr2) 
is alongside, censorship ''Provereno'', VF and scarce, C.v. CZK19,900 
plus four stamps priced with ''-'' on cover, Est. $500-$600

250

83 * M13, M44 Two Solo Franking Covers 1944 (December 9), addressed to Kend-
ereshiv or Medvedivtsi, franked by St. Margaret 30f deep carmine or 
Stephen Horthy 30+20f violet, tied with double ring date stamp and large 
''MUKAČEVO'' cancellation (No. Mr1, Mr2), housed on page from the Col-
lection, VF, C.v. CZK22,700, Est. $500- $600

250

84 * M9-10, 
M47

Two Items with small ''Mukačevo'' cancellation (No. Mr3) 1944 
(December 8 and 10), first one bearing two definitive stamps of 12f 
and 18f, the other one - Kossuth stamp of 30f, all with handstamped 
overprint ''ČSR'', each cancelled by double ring date stamp (No. Mr1), 
censorship markings are alongside, mounted on page from the Collec-
tion, mostly VF and rare, C.v. CZK51,200, Est. $1,000-$1,200

500

Mukačevo overprinted stamps used in Rakoshyno

85 * M11, M15 1945 (January 7), two definitive stamps of 20f and 50f with overprint 
''ČSR'' used on cover to Mukačevo, two-line bilingual boxed marking 
''Rakos/Rakoshyn'' in red (No. Mr4), mounted on page from the Collec-
tion, VF and rare, C.v. CZK28,400, Est. $600-$700

300

86 * M11, M15 1945 (January 7), cover to Mukačevo, franked by two defintives of 20f 
and 50f overprinted ''ČSR'', tied by two- line bilingual boxed marking 
''Rakos/Rakoshyn'' in red (No. Mr4), mounted on page from the Collec-
tion, VF and rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK28,400, Est. $600- 
$700

300

87 **/* B1-31 BEREHOVE POSTAGE STAMPS 1944, black typo overprint ''ČSP'' 
on Definitive, Great Women, St. Stephen's Crown stamps, complete 
set of 31, full OG, NH or LH (9), VF and rare in complete set, C.v. 
CZK24,800=US$1,130, Georg von Steiden C.v. €3,100=US$3,350

600
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88 **/* TERESVA POSTAGE STAMPS 1945, black Coat of Arms hands-
tamped overprint on 115 stamps of various  issues, such as definitive 
sets, Kossuth, Red Cross, Admiral Horthy, Postage Dues with both wa-
termarks and etc., all with full OG, NH or LH (approximately 30 values), 
VF, Mr. Majer noted them as speculative overprints, however that is the 
first time we have opportunity to offer them in complete assembly, Georg 
von Steiden C.v. €11,500=US$12,420, Est. $1,000-$1,200

500

UZHGOROD FIRST ISSUE POSTAGE STAMPS
89 ** U1 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on King Ladislaus 2f red orange, six 

stamps representing all existing types (1-4, 7 and 8), arranged on 
a part of Collection page, full OG (stamp of type 1 with tiny yellow 
spot), all with full OG, NH, VF and very rare unit, only 60 stamps 
of all types were printed, each with Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. 
CZK144,000=US $6,550 with no premium for the types

1,200

90 ** U2-3 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Rakoszy 8f dark olive green, 8 stamps of 
all existing types, and on Count Hadik 10f brown, 9 stamps of all exist-
ing types, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK11,050 (no 
premium for types), Georg von Steiden Cat. #37-38, €2,315

300

91 ** U3Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on Count Hadik 10f brown, surcharge 
type 5 (von Steiden type Ib), full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 10 stamps 
were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK100,000=US$4,550 

600

92 ** U4-6 1945, red surcharge ''40'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, 9 stamps of all 
existing types and pair of types 1-2; black surcharge ''60'' on St. Eliza-
beth 20f brown olive, 6 stamps of all existing types; and on St. Marga-
ret 24f violet, 8 stamps of all existing types, full OG, NH, VF and rare 
unit, all expertized, C.v. CZK34,650 (no premium for types), Georg von 
Steiden Cat. #40, 69, 70, €4,915

750

93 ** U7 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 24f rose violet, type 7 
(von Steiden type I), full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 24 stamps were 
printed (12 of type I), several expert's handstamps on reverse, C.v. 
CZK75,000=US$3,400 

600

94 ** U7 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 24f rose violet, type 8 (von 
Steiden type I), full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 24 stamps were printed, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK75,000=US$3,400 

600

95 ** U8-9 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 30f deep carmine, 9 stamps 
of all different types and two pairs of types 4-5 and 8-9; on E. Szilagyi 30f 
brownish red, 7 stamps of existing types and vertical pair of types 6-7, 
full OG, NH, VF and scarce group, each one properly expertized, C.v. 
CZK8,180 (no premium for types), Georg von Steiden Cat. #6, 72, €1,800

250

96 *  U8ST 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 30f deep carmine, two verti-
cal strips of five, types 1-5 and 6-10 (von Steiden types IIIa-II-Ia-III-Ib; 
III-I-I-IV-IV), full OG, slight perf reinforcement, VF and probably unique 
couple, which is illustrated in both Catalogs, each stamp with G. von 
Steiden's expert hs

500

97 **/* U10 1945, red surcharge ''1.00'' on D. Kanuizsai 50f dark blue, 8 stamps of 
all existing types, full OG, NH or VLH (type 4), VF and scarce group, C.v. 
CZK34,500 (no premium for types), Georg von Steiden Cat. #73, €4,025 

400

98 ** U11 1945, black surcharge ''1.40'' on S. Lorantffy 70f red orange, 6 stamps 
of all different types, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. CZK19,200 (w/o types identi-
fication), Georg von Steiden Cat. #74, €3,225 

350

99 ** U11Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.40'' on S. Lorantffy 70f red or-
ange, surcharge type 1 (without ''a''), full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, only 5 stamps were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK150,000=US $6,820 

1,500
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90 / $300
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Lot Cat. # Description Est $

100   101

100 ** U11Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.40'' on S. Lorantffy 70f red 
orange, surcharge type 2, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 5 
stamps of all types were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK150,000=US$6,820 

1,500

101 ** U11Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.40'' on S. Lorantffy 70f red or-
ange, surcharge type 3 (broken ''sh''), full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, only 5 stamps were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK150,000=US$6,820 

1,500

102 ** U12 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on I. Zrinyi 80f carmine brown, 7 stamps 
of all existing types plus extra type 6 with ''P'' of ''Poshta'' partially not 
printed, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. CZK25,600 (w/o type differences), Georg 
von Steiden Cat.#77, €4,050

400

103   104 107

103 ** U12Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' on I. Zrinyi 80f carmine 
brown, surcharge type 1 (without ''a''), full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, only 8 stamps of all types were printed, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, 
C.v. CZK110,000=US$5,000, Georg von Steiden Cat. #77 (type IIIa), 
C.v.€5,000

1,200

104 ** U12Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' on I. Zinyi 80f carmine brown, 
surcharge type 2, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 8 stamps of 
all types were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK110,000 

1,200

105 ** U12Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' on l. Zinyi 80f carmine brown, 
surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 
only 8 stamps of all types were produced, expertized by J. Bulat, 
C.v. CZK110,000, Georg von Steiden Cat. #77, €5,000

1,200

106 ** U13 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Coronation Church 80f bister 
brown (shades), 7 stamps of only existing types 1 and 2 (von Steiden 
types IIIa and II), representing various overprint angles and color 
shades, arranged on a part of the Collection page, full OG, NH, VF 
and probably unique group, C.v. CZK112,000=US$5,100, Georg von 
Steiden Cat. #10, €8,750++

2,000

107 ** U13Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' on Coronation Church 80f 
bister brown, surcharge type 1 (without ''a'', von Steiden type IIIa), 
full OG, NH, F/VF and one of two known stamps of type 1, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK165,000=US$7,500, Georg von Steiden 
Cat. #10, €5,000++

1,800
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108  111  112  

108 * U13Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' on Coronation Church 
80f bister brown, surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG 
with slight disturbance at top right corner, offered as hinged, VF 
and one of two known stamps of type 2, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v.CZK120,000

1,300

109 **/* U14 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on St. Stephen's Crown 1p dark green, 8 
stamps of all existing types, full OG, NH or VLH (one stamp of type 4), 
VF, C.v. CZK11,200 (w/o types identification), Georg von Steiden Cat. 
#59, €2,100 

300

110 **/* U15 1945, black surcharge ''4.00'' on Admiral Horthy 2p brown and buff, 4 
stamps of all different types, full OG, NH or LH (one stamp of type 2), VF 
and rare group, C.v. CZK31,500 (w/o types scarcity), Georg von Steiden 
Cat. #12, €3,875 

500

111 ** U15Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''4.00'' on Admiral Horthy 2p brown 
and buff, surcharge type 1 (without ''a'', von Steiden type IIIa), full 
OG, NH, VF and rare, only 2 stamps of type 1 possible, Dr. Blaha's 
expert marking, C.v. CZK140,000=US$6,220, Georg von Steiden 
Cat. #12, €5,000

1,500

112 ** U15Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''4.00'' on Admiral Horthy 2p brown 
and buff, surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG, NH, VF 
and rare, only 6 stamps with inverted surcharges of all types possi-
ble, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK140,000

1,500

113 ** U15Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''4.00'' on Admiral Horthy 2p brown 
and buff, surcharge type 3 (broken ''sh'', von Steiden type Ia), 
full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 2 stamps of this type possible, Dr. 
Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK140,000 

1,500

114   115

114 ** U16 1945, black surcharge (36 degree angle) ''10.00'' on Admiral Hor-
thy 5p rose violet and buff, type 1 (von Steiden type IIIa), full 
OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK135,000=US$6,150, Georg von Steiden Cat. #13, €5,000

1,500

115 ** U16 var 1945, strongly shifted to the right black surcharge (36 degree angle) 
''10.00'' on Admiral Horthy 5p rose violet and buff, type 1 (von Steiden 
type IIIa), full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, tiny expert's hs on reverse, 
C.v. CZK135,000=US$6,150, Georg von Steiden Cat. #13, €5,000++

1,500
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116   117

116 ** U16 var 1945, black surcharge (27 degree angle) ''10.00'' on Admiral Horthy 
5p rose violet and buff, surcharge type 1 (von Steiden type IIIa), 
full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only two stamps are known, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, Hrabar and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK250,000=US 
$11,350

2,500

117 ** U16 1945, black surcharge (36 degree angle) ''10.00'' on Admiral Horthy 
5p rose violet and buff, type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG, NH, 
VF and extremely rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha and others, C.v. 
CZK135,000=US $6,150, Georg von Steiden Cat. #13, €5,000

1,500

118 ** U16 1945, black surcharge (36 degree angle) ''10.00'' on Admiral Horthy 5p 
rose violet and buff, type 3 (von Steiden type Ia, not mentioned for that 
stamp), full OG with insignificant yellowish spot at top right, NH, VF and 
very rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK135,000=US $6,150

600

119 ** U16 1945, black surcharge (36 degree angle) ''10.00'' on Admiral Horthy 5p 
rose violet and buff, type 6 (von Steiden type I), full OG with just a 
tiny spot of toning, NH, VF and very rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK135,000=US$6,150, Georg von Steiden Cat. #13, €5,000

750

120 **/* U17 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Kossuth stamp of 4f yellow brown, 7 
stamps of all existing types, full OG, NH or VLH (type 4), VF and rare 
assemblage, C.v. CZK78,000=US $3,550 (no types scarcity), Georg 
von Steiden Cat. #63, €9,150 

1,200

121   122

121 ** U17Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on Kossuth stamp of 4f yellow 
brown, surcharge type 1 (without ''a'', von Steiden type IIIa), full OG, 
NH, VF and rare, only 9 stamps of all types were printed, expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK105,000=US$4,770++, Georg von Steiden Cat. 
#63, €5,000

1,200

122 ** U17Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on Kossuth stamp of 4f yellow 
brown, surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG, NH, VF and 
rare, only 3 stamps were issued of type 2, Dr. Blaha's expert mark-
ing, C.v. CZK105,000 

1,200

123 ** U17Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on Kossuth stamp of 4f yellow 
brown, surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG with slight yellow-
ing spot on perforation at left, NH, mostly VF and rare, only 3 stamps 
possible of type 2, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK105,000

800
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124 ** U17Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on Kossuth stamp of 4f yellow 
brown, surcharge type 3 (broken ''sh'', von Steiden type Ia), minor yel-
lowish spot at right margin, full OG, NH, mostly VF and unique, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK105,000++

1,000

125 ** U18 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Kossuth stamp of 50f slate gray, 6 
stamps of all different types, including two of type 1 (without ''a''), one 
with surcharge of 28 degree angle and shifted ''Ukraina'' to the right, 
full OG, NH, VF and rare, each one with Dr. Blaha expert's hs, C.v. 
CZK84,000 (no type differences), Georg von Steiden Cat. #66, €5,300++ 
(no variety of type IIIa and no type IV)

1,000

126   128   131

126 ** U18Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.00'' on Kossuth stamp of 50f 
slate gray, surcharge type 1 (without ''a'', von Steiden type IIIa), full 
OG, NH,VF and rare, only 3 stamps of this type were printed, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK105,000

1,200

127 ** U18Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.00'' on Kossuth stamp of 50f slate 
gray, surcharge type 1 (without ''a'', von Steiden type IIIa), full OG, NH, 
VF and rare, only 3 stamps of this type possible, D. Flasch's expert hs, 
C.v. CZK105,000++ 

1,200

128 ** U18Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.00'' on Kossuth stamp of 50f 
slate gray, surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG, NH, VF 
and rare, 9 stamps of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Bla-
ha, C.v.CZK105,000, Georg von Steiden Cat. #66, €5,000

1,200

129 ** U18Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.00'' on Kossuth stamp of 50f slate 
gray, surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
3 stamps were printed with inverted type 2, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v.CZK105,000 

1,200

130 ** U18Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.00'' on Kossuth stamp of 50f slate 
gray, surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG with insignificant 
foxing at bottom left corner, NH, VF and rare, one of just 3 existing in-
verts of this type (all offered here), Georg von Steiden Cat. #66, €5,000

1,000

131 ** U18Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.00'' on Kossuth stamp of 50f 
slate gray, surcharge type 3 (broken ''sh'', von Steiden type Ia), full 
OG, NH, VF and unique (the only stamp exists of this type), exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK105,000, Georg von Steiden Cat. #66, 
€5,000++

1,200

132 ** U19 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on Postage Due stamp of 2f brown red, 8 
stamps of all existing types and vertical pair of types 3 and 4, full OG, 
NH or unused, no gum (type 8), VF, each stamp with Dr. Blaha's expert 
hs, C.v.CZK20,250 (w/o type differences), Georg von Steiden Cat. #P1, 
€2,800

350

133 **/* U20 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Postage Due stamp of 8f brown red, 7 
stamps of all existing types, full OG, NH or VLH (type 8), VF, each stamp 
with Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK9,750 (w/o premium for types), 
Georg von Steiden Cat. #P3, €1,955 

250
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134  137  138

134 ** U20Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''20'' on Postage Due stamp of 8f 
brown red, type 1 (without ''a'', von Steiden type IIIa), full OG, NH, 
VF and unique (the only stamp issued of type 1), expertized by Dr. 
Blaha and others, C.v. CZK100,000++, Georg von Steiden Cat. #P3, 
€5,000

1,500

135 ** U21 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Postage Due stamp of 10f brown red, 9 
stamps of all existing types, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp with expert's 
hs on reverse, C.v.CZK15,300 (w/o premium for rare types), Georg von 
Steiden Cat. #P4, €2,430 

300

136 **/* U22 1945, black surcharge ''30'' on Postage Due stamp of 12f brown red, 8 
stamps of all existing types, full OG, NH or VLH (type 9), VF and scarce 
unit, each stamp with expert's hs on reverse, C.v.CZK33,800 (no type 
differences), Georg von Steiden Cat. #P5, €4,750

600

137 ** U22Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''30'' on Postage Due stamp of 12f 
brown red, type 1 (without ''a'', von Steiden type IIIa), full OG, NH, 
VF and unique stamp (the only one printed of type1), expertized by 
Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK100,000, Geog von Steiden Cat. #P5,€5,000

1,000

138 ** U22Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''30'' on Postage Due stamp of 12f 
brown red, type 3 (broken ''sh'', von Steiden type Ia), full OG, NH, 
VF and unique stamp, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK100,000, 
Geog von Steiden Cat.#P5, €5,000 

1,000

139 ** U23 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Postage Due stamp of 20f brown red, 8 
stamps of all existing types, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp with expert's 
hs on reverse, C.v. CZK16,000 (no premium for rare types), Georg von 
Steiden Cat. #P6, €2,230 

300

140 ** U24, var 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Postage Due stamp of 40f brown red, 
7 stamps of all existing types and extra type 7 with surcharge shifted to 
the right, full OG, NH, VF and rare unit, each stamp with expert's hs on 
reverse, C.v.CZK19,200 (no type varieties), Georg von Steiden Cat. #P10, 
€4,875 (type Ib is not listed)

600

FIRST UZHGOROD SURCHARGES ON OFFICIAL STAMPS
141 ** Uf1 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on Duty stamp of 2f brown red on green 

network, surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), full OG, NH, VF, C.v. 
CZK9,000 

150

142 ** Uf2 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on Duty stamp of 4f vermilion on orange net-
work, surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), full OG, NH, VF, expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK8,500 

150

143 ** Uf3 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Duty stamp of 4f vermilion on orange net-
work, 3 stamps with surcharge types 1, 7 and 8 (von Steiden types IIIa, I, 
I), full OG, NH, VF, each one with Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK25,500 

400

144 ** Uf3a 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Duty stamp of 4f deep red on orange 
network, 3 stamps with surcharge types 1, 2 and 3 (von Steiden types 
IIIa, II, Ia), full OG, NH, VF and scarce, each stamp with Dr. Blaha's 
guarantee hs, C.v. CZK45,000 

600
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145 ** Uf4 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Duty stamp of 5f blue on orange network, 
6 stamps with all existing types of surcharge with extra type 8 bearing 
offset of surcharge on gum side, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK14,000 

250

146 **/* Uf5 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Duty stamp of 10f orange on green network, 
5 stamps of different type surcharges with additional type 6 bearing sur-
charge offset on reverse and pair of types 1 and 2, full OG, NH or VLH (pair), 
VF and scarce, each stamp with Dr. Blaha's expert marking, C.v. CZK15,300

250

147 ** Uf6 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Duty stamp of 20f brown on light blue 
network, 3 stamps with surcharge types 3, 6 and 7 (von Steiden types 
Ia, III, I), full OG, NH, VF and scarce, each stamp with Dr. Blaha's guar-
antee hs, C.v. CZK33,000 

500

148 ** Uf7, var 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Duty stamp of 30f violet on orange net-
work, 6 stamps of different types with added type 7 surcharge on stamp 
of red violet shade, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, each stamp with Dr. 
Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK42,000

600

149 ** Uf8 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Duty stamp of 40f vermilion on light blue 
network, surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), full OG, NH, VF, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK12,000 

200

150 ** Uf9 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Duty stamp of 40f vermilion on light 
blue network, surcharge type 3 (broken ''sh'', von Steiden type Ia), full 
OG, NH, VF, Dr. Blaha's guarantee marking, C.v. CZK7,000 

100

151 ** Uf10 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Duty stamp of 50f green on orange 
network, 5 stamps of all different type surcharges, full OG, NH, VF, ex-
pertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK42,500 

600

152   155

 

152 ** Uf11 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Duty stamp of 50f green on orange net-
work, surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), full OG, NH, VF, Dr. Blaha's 
guarantee hs, C.v. CZK15,000 

200

153 ** Uf12 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Duty stamp of 1p green on lilac rose 
network, 8 stamps of all existing types, full OG, NH, VF and scarce 
unit, each stamp is properly expertized, C.v. CZK24,000 

400

154 ** Uf13 1945, black surcharge ''4.00'' on Duty stamp of 2p lilac carmine on gray 
and rose network, 4 stamps of surcharge types 1, 2, 3 (pin point natural 
inclusion) and 6 (von Steiden types IIIa, II, Ia, III), full OG, NH, VF, each 
stamp is properly expertized, C.v. CZK22,400

300

155 ** Uf14 1945, black surcharge ''4.00'' on Duty stamp of 3p brown on gray 
and pale brown network, surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), full 
OG, NH, VF and rare, only 13 stamps were produced, several ex-
pert's signs on reverse, C.v. CZK95,000=US$4,320 

1,000

156 ** Uf15 1945, black surcharge ''6.00'' on Duty stamp of 3p brown on gray and 
pale brown network, 2 stamps with surcharges types 1 and 3 (von Stei-
den types IIIa and Ia), full OG (first one with minor wages at top), NH, VF, 
Dr. Blaha's expert markings, C.v. CZK36,000

400
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157 ** Uf16 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Duty stamp of 5p blue on pale green 
and pale orange network, surcharge type 1 (without ''a'', von Steiden 
type IIIa), full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 14 stamps were produced, sev-
eral expert's signs on reverse, C.v. CZK38,000, apparently did not reflect 
the rarity of this stamp

500

158   161   167

158 ** Uf18 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Duty stamp of 20p dark green on 
yellow and cream network, surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), 
full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 14 stamps were produced, expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK90,000 

1,000

159 **/* Uf19 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Bond stamp of 3f brown violet on 
pale brown network, 7 stamps of all existing type of surcharges, full 
OG, NH or LH (type 7), VF and rare unit, expert's signs on reverse, C.v. 
CZK54,600 

750

160 **/* Uf20 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Bond stamp of 15f brown on pale green 
network, 6 stamps of different type surcharges and pair of types 1 and 2, 
full OG, NH or VLH (pair), VF and rare group, each stamp with experts' 
markings, C.v. CZK37,800 

450

161 ** Uf21 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Bond stamp of 30f red orange on 
pale brown network, surcharge type 3 (broken ''sh'', von Steiden 
type Ia), full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 4 stamps were printed, 
Dr. Blaha's expert marking, this stamp is priced with ''-'' in the Cat.

1,200

162 ** Uf22 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Bond stamp of 45f lilac red on pale 
violet network, 3 stamps with surcharge types 1, 2 and 3 (von Steiden 
types IIIa, II and Ia), full OG, NH, VF and scarce unit, each stamp with 
Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK51,000

700

163 ** Uf23 1945, black surcharge ''1.40'' on Bond stamp of 60f blue on pale violet 
network, 3 stamps with surcharge types 6, 7 and 8 (von Steiden types 
III, I and I), full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha's, C.v. CZK33,000 

400

164 **/
(*)

Uf23a 1945, black surcharge ''1.40'' on Bond stamp of 60f ultra on pale violet 
network, 2 stamps with surcharge types 7 and 10 (von Steiden types 
I and IV), full OG, NH or unused, no gum (type 10), VF, both with Dr. 
Blaha's expert marking, C.v. CZK18,000

200

165 ** Uf24 1945, black surcharge ''6.00'' on Bond stamp of 3pf bright blue on yel-
low and pale violet network, 4 stamps with surcharge types 1, 3, 6 and 
7 (von Steiden types IIIa, Ia, III and I), full OG, NH, VF and scarce group, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha's, C.v. CZK60,000

750

166 ** Uf25 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Judicial stamp of 10f blue and light blue 
on green network, 4 stamps with surcharge types 1, 2, 6 and 7 (von 
Steiden types IIIa, II, III and I), full OG, NH, VF and scarce unit, C.v. 
CZK72,000 

800

167 ** Uf26 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Judicial stamp of 10f blue and light 
blue on green network, surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), full 
OG, NH, VF and rare, only 11 stamps were printed, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha, C.v. CZK95,000 

1,000
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168 **/
(*)

Uf27 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Judicial stamp of 30f violet and red on 
orange network, 4 stamps with surcharge types 1, 2, 3 and 7 (von Stei-
den types IIIa, II, Ia and I), full OG or unused , no gum (type 1), three 
stamps are NH, VF, each stamp with Dr. Blaha's expert marking, C.v. 
CZK42,000

500

169 ** Uf28 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Judicial stamp of 50f orange and blue 
on green network, 3 stamps with surcharge types 1, 3 and 7 (von Stei-
den types IIIa, Ia and I), type 7 has surcharge offset on reverse, full OG 
(stamp of type 1 with slight creasing), NH, mostly VF, all with Dr. Blaha's 
guarantee hs, C.v. CZK36,000

350

170 ** Uf30 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Judicial stamp of 1p violet on orange 
network, surcharge type 4 (von Steiden type III), full OG, NH, VF and 
scarce, only 14 stamps were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK38,000 apparently low for this scarce stamp

500

171  173  174

171 ** Uf30 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Judicial stamp of 1p violet on orange 
network, surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), full OG, NH, VF and 
scarce, only 14 stamps were printed, several experts' signs on reverse, 
C.v. CZK38,000++ 

500

172 ** Uf31 1945, black surcharge ''4.00'' on Judicial stamp of 2p brown on blue 
network, surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG, NH, VF and 
rare, 14 stamps were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha and others, 
C.v. CZK38,000 doesn't reflect the rarity of this stamp

500

173 ** Uf31 1945, black surcharge ''4.00'' on Judicial stamp of 2p brown on blue 
network, surcharge type 3 (broken ''sh'' von Steiden type Ia), full OG, 
NH, VF and scarce, only 14 stamps were printed, properly expertized, 
C.v. CZK38,000 

500

174 ** Uf32 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Judicial stamp of 5p dark green 
on gray and light blue network, surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type 
II), full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 11 stamps were printed, Dr. Bla-
ha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK100,000 

1,000

175 **/* Uf33 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on Fiscal stamp of 5f brown (both parts), 4 
values with surcharge types 1, 2, 7 and 10 (von Steiden types IIIa, II, Ia 
and IV), full OG, NH or tiny hinges for perf reinforcement (3), VF, C.v. 
CZK22,500 

250

176 **/* Uf34 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Fiscal stamp of 10f lilac (both parts), 
5 stamps representing all existing type of surcharges, full OG, NH or 
tiny hinge for perf reinforcement (1), VF, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. 
CZK40,500 

500

177 **/* Uf35 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Fiscal stamp of 20f blue (both parts), 
5 stamps of all existing type of surcharges, full OG, NH or tiny hinge 
for perf reinforcement (1), VF, all with Dr. Blaha's expert marking, C.v. 
CZK20,700 

250
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178 **/* Uf36 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 50f blue green (both 
parts), 4 values bearing surcharge types 2, 3, 8 and 9 (von Steiden types 
II, Ia, I and IV), full OG, NH or previously hinged, VF, all are properly 
expertized, C.v. CZK31,500 

400

179 **/* Uf37 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 1p red (both parts), 7 
stamps bearing all existing type of surcharges, full OG, NH or LH (3 al-
together, 2 of which have tiny hinges for perf reinforcement), mostly VF, 
all are properly expertized, C.v. CZK16,500

200

180  181  184

180 ** Uf38 1945, black surcharge ''5.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 2p lilac on pale 
lilac network (both parts), surcharge type 8 (von Steiden type I), full 
OG, NH, VF and rare, 9 stamps were printed, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, 
C.v. CZK95,000=US$4,320 

1,000

181 ** Uf38 1945, black surcharge ''5.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 2p lilac on pale 
lilac network (both parts), surcharge type 9 (von Steiden type IV), 
full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 9 stamps were produced, expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK95,000 

1,000

182 ** Uf39 1945, black surcharge ''6.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 3p brown on orange 
network (both parts), surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG, NH, 
VF and scarce, 20 stamps were printed, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. 
CZK70,000 

600

183 ** Uf39 1945, black surcharge ''6.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 3p brown on orange 
network (both parts), surcharge type 3 (broken ''sh'', von Steiden type Ia), 
full OG, NH, VF and scarce, Dr. Blaha's expert marking, C.v. CZK70,000 

600

184 ** Uf39 1945, black surcharge ''6.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 3p brown on orange 
network (both parts), surcharge type 6 (von Steiden type III), full OG, 
NH, VF and scarce, 20 stamps of all types were printed, expertized by 
Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK70,000 

600

185 * Uf39 1945, black surcharge ''6.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 3p brown on orange 
network (both parts), surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), full OG, very 
light trace of hinge at middle right, VF, 20 stamps were printed, Dr. 
Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK48,000

300

186 ** Uf40 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 4p bright blue on 
bluish green network (both parts), surcharge type 6 (von Steiden type 
III), full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 12 stamps were printed, Dr. Blaha's 
expert hs, C.v. CZK40,000++ 

500

187 ** Uf40 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 4p bright blue on blu-
ish green network (both parts), surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), full 
OG, NH, VF and rare, 12 stamps of all types were printed, expertized by 
Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK40,000++

500

188 * Uf41 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 5p blue on orange 
network (both parts), surcharge type 1 (without ''a'', von Steiden type 
IIIa), full OG with minor disturbance, offered as hinged, VF and scarce, 
18 stamps were printed, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK33,000

300
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189 ** Uf41 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 5p blue on orange 
network (both parts), surcharge type 2 (von Steiden type II), full OG, NH, 
VF and scarce, only 18 stamps were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha. 
C.v. CZK50,000 

500

190 ** Uf41 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 5p blue on orange 
network (both parts), surcharge type 6 (von Steiden type III), full OG, NH, 
VF and scarce, 18 stamps of all types were printed, Dr. Blaha's guaran-
tee marking, C.v. CZK50,000 

500

191 **/* Uf42 1945, black surcharge ''15.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 6p red on pale violet 
network (both parts), 2 stamps bearing surcharge types 8 an 9 (von Stei-
den types I and IV), first one with minor soiling, full OG, NH or hinged 
(type 8), VF and rare couple, 20 stamps of all types were printed, both 
with Dr. Blaha's guarantee marking, C.v. CZK80,000

750

192  194  193

192 ** Uf43 1945, black surcharge ''20.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 10p blue on pale 
gray blue network (both parts), surcharge type 9 (von Steiden type 
IV), full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 9 stamps were printed, Dr. Blaha's 
expert marking, C.v. CZK105,000 

1,000

193 ** Uf44 1945, black surcharge ''40.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 20p brown on pale 
blue network (both parts), surcharge type 7 (von Steiden type I), full 
OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 6 stamps were produced, Dr. Blaha's 
guarantee marking, C.v. CZK150,000=US$6,820

1,500

194 ** Uf45 1945, black surcharge ''60.00'' on Fiscal stamp of 30p green on lilac 
and light blue network (both parts), surcharge type 2 (von Steiden 
type II), full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 10 stamps were printed, ex-
pertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK110,000 

1,200

195 ** Uf46 I, aI 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on two Check stamps of 10f in vermilion 
and red, surcharge types I, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. CZK10,100 

100

196   198

196 U Uf46 aI 
var

1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Check stamp of 10f carmine, sur-
charge type I, neat postal cancellation, F/VF and very rare, only 9 
stamps known, all cancelled, C.v. CZK150,000=US $6,820 

1,000

197 ** Uf46 II, 
aII

1945, black surcharge ''40'' on two Check stamps of 10f in vermilion or 
red, both are types II (Zakarpags'ka), first one has broken ''P'' and ''o'' in 
''Poshta'', both with full OG, NH, mostly VF, rare, C.v. CZK75,000 

750

198 U U46 aII 
var

1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Check stamp of 10f carmine, sur-
charge type II (Zakarpags'ka''), postally used, VF and the only re-
corded example, expertized by Dr. Blaha, priced with ''-'' in the Cat., 
George von Steiden Cat. #FD11 (type Ia), €5,000

1,500
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199 ** Uf47 I, II 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on two Check stamps of 20f blue, surcharge 
types I and II (Zakarpags'ka), full OG, NH, VF, expertized by G. von Stei-
den and Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK16,400 

200

200 ** Uf48, a, 
I, II, var

1945, black surcharge ''60'' on five Check stamps of 50f, surcharge 
types I and II (Zakarpags'ka) in colors light green and green, in addi-
tion broken ''6'' of type I surcharge on stamp in green, full OG, NH, 
VF and rare assemblage, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK165,000=US 
$7,500

1,200

201 ** Uf46-48 
var

1945, black surcharges on Check stamps ''40''/10f, ''40''/20f and 
''60''/50f, complete set of three, each stamp with dropped ''0'' va-
riety (position 8), full OG, NH, VF, all with Dr. Blaha guarantee hs 

150

202 ** Uf49 I, II 1945, black surcharge ''4.00'' on two Check stamps of 2p brown on pale 
rose network, surcharge types I and II (Zakarpags'ka), the last one with 
minor facial abrasion at bottom left, still full OG, NH, VF appearance of 
this rare couple, 105 and 12 stamps were produced respectively, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK53,500

300

203  205  206

203 ** Uf50 I 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Check stamp of 5p green on pale 
rose network, surcharge type I (type II not exists), full OG, NH, VF 
and extremely rare, only 5 stamps were printed, Dr. Blaha's expert 
hs, this stamp has ''-'' in the Cat. 

1,500

204 ** Uf51-53, 
Uf51a

1945, black surcharges (2nd issue with value at left) on Check stamps 
- two of ''40''/10f in vermilion or pale red, ''40''/20f blue and ''60''/50f 
green, full OG, NH, VF, each stamp with Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. 
CZK29,300 

350

205 ** Uf51 var 1945, double black error surcharge (2nd issue with value at left) 
''60'' instead of ''40'' on Check stamp of 10f pale red, full OG with 
smudged black ink on reverse, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 2 
stamps were found, not listed in the Majer Cat., George von Steiden 
#JD1, €1,000, which seems too low for this rarity

1,000

206 ** Uf53Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge (2nd issue) ''60'' on Check stamp of 
50f green, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps were 
printed, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK250,000=US$11,350 

2,500

SECOND UZHGOROD ISSUE POSTAGE STAMPS
207 **/* U25 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on Arpad 1f gray, 5 stamps with different 

types of surcharge, 4 of which with surcharge at 27 degree angle and 
one at 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (type 3), VF, each one with Dr. 
Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK27,000

250
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208   213

208 ** U25Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''10'' on Arpad 1f gray, two values 
with surcharge types 2 and 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, 
VF and rare couple, only 18 stamps of all types were printed, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK160,000=US$7,250 

1,000

209 ** U25Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''10'' on Arpad 1f gray, surcharge types 
1 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very scarce, expertized by 
Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK80,000 

500

210 ** U26 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on King Ladislaus 2f orange, 5 stamps of 
types 1, 2, 4 and 5 (27 degree angle), in addition type 1 with surcharge 
of 36 degree angle, all with full OG, NH, VF, experts' hs on reverse, C.v. 
CZK40,000 

350

211 ** U26Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''10'' on King Ladislaus 2f orange, 
4 stamps representing surcharge types 1, 2, 4 and 5 under 27 de-
gree angle, full OG, NH, VF and unique group, only 15 stamps of all 
types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha and G. von Steiden, C.v. 
CZK340,000=US$15,450

2,000

212 ** U26Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''10'' on King Ladislaus 2f orange, 
surcharge type 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, 
15 stamps of all surcharge types exist, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK85,000 

500

213 ** U27 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, surcharge type 5 
of 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 10 stamps were 
printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK110,000=U$5,000 

1,000

214 **/* U28 1945, red surcharge ''10'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, 7 stamps of various 
surcharge types, including 5 with surcharge of 27 degree angle and 2 
stamps - 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or VLH (1), VF, Dr. Blaha's expert 
hs, C.v. CZK49,300 

450

215 ** U28 var 1945, red surcharge ''10'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, bottom sheet margin sin-
gle with double perforation on margin, surcharge type 5 (dot in ''sh''), full 
OG, NH, VF and scarce marginal stamp with variety, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha, C.v. CZK7,500 

100

216 ** U28Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''10'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, 3 stamps 
representing surcharge types 1, 4 and 5 under 27 degree angle, 
full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare trio, only 15 stamps of all 
types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. 
CZK255,000=US$11,590

1,500
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217 ** U29 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on King Ladislaus 2f orange, 5 stamps of 
all existing surcharge types with 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, Dr. 
Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK36,000 

350

218 ** U29Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on King Ladilaus 2f orange, 3 
stamps representing surcharge types 3, 4 and 5 under 27 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and definitely unique unit, only 10 stamps 
of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha and J. Bulat, C.v. 
CZK330,000=US$15,000

2,000

219 **/
(*)

U30 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on P. Kinizsi 5f vermilion, 5 stamps of all 
existing surcharge types (27 degree) and surcharge type 1 of 36 degree 
angle, full OG, NH or unused, expertly regummed (1), VF, Dr. Blaha and 
several other experts' hs, C.v. CZK51,700

500

220 ** U30Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on P. Kinizsi 5f vermilion, 3 
stamps with surcharge types 1, 2 and 4 under 27 degree angle, the 
last one with tiny yellowing spot at one tip of perf at top, full OG, 
NH, VF and very rare, 17 stamps of all types were printed, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK225,000

1,200

221 ** U30Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on P. Kinizsi 5f vermilion, surcharge 
type 2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 17 stamps were 
produced, expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. CZK75,000 

400

222 ** U30Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on P. Kinizsi 5f vermilion, sur-
charge types 1 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, Dr. 
Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK75,000 

400

223 ** U31 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Francis II Rakoczy 8f dark green, 4 
values, including surcharge types 1, 4 and 5 under 36 degree an-
gle, type 5 at 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare group, 
only 17 stamps of all types were printed, Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke 
experts' hs, C.v. CZK320,000=US$14,550

2,000
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224 ** U31Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on Francis II Rakoczy 8f dark 
green, 3 stamps with surcharge types 2, 3 and 4 under 27 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and definitely unique unit, only 8 stamps of 
all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. 
CZK375,000=US$17,050

3,000

225 ** U31Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on Francis II Rakoczy 8f dark green, 
surcharge type 4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 
only 8 stamps were printed, expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. CZK125,000 

1,000

226 ** U32 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Count Hadik 10f brown, 5 stamps 
representing surcharge types 1 and 5 under 27 degree angle, types 
2, 3 and 4 - 36 degree angle, all with full OG, NH, VF and rare unit, 
only 26 stamps of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha 
and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK340,000=US$15,450

2,500

227 ** U32 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Count Hadik 10f brown, surcharge type 
4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and scarce, 26 stamps of all 
types were printed, C.v. CZK68,000 

500

228 ** U32Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on Count Hadik 10f brown, 3 
stamps representing surcharge types 1, 4 and 5 under 27 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 10 stamps of all types 
were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, J. Bulat and G. von Steiden, 
C.v. CZK330,000

2,500

229 ** U33, var 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on A. Gorgei 12f emerald, 5 stamps of all ex-
isting surcharge types with 27 degree angle, extra type 1 with ''Ukraina'' 
and ''40'' shifted right plus type 1 surcharge of 36 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF and scarce group, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. 
CZK70,000++

600
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230 ** U33Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on A. Gorgei 12f emerald, 3 
stamps with surcharge types 1, 2 and 4 under 27 degree angle, full 
OG, NH, VF and very rare unit, 13 stamps of all types were printed, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha and J. Bulat, C.v. CZK270,000

1,800

231 * U33Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on A. Gorgei 12f emerald, surcharge 
types 1 under 36 degree angle, full OG, small spot of gum disturbed, VF 
and rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK68,000 

300

232 ** U34 1945, red surcharge ''40'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, surcharge type 5 
(dot in ''sh'') of 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 14 stamps 
of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK92,000 

800

233 ** U34 var 1945, red surcharge ''40'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, surcharge type 5 
(dot in ''sh'') of 27 degree angle, full OG with nice offset of the surcharge, 
NH, VF and rare, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK92,000++ 

900

234 ** U34Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''40'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, 
4 stamps representing surcharge types 1, 3, 4 and 5 of 27 degree 
angle, the last one with slight gum wave, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only 14 stamps of all types were printed, various 
experts' markings, C.v. CZK340,000

2,000

235 ** U34Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''40'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, sur-
charge type 1 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 
14 stamps exist, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK85,000 

500

236 **/* U35 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on St. Stephen's Crown 20f red brown, 8 
stamps, including all 5 surcharge types of 27 degree angle, and 3 stamps 
(types 1, 2 and 4) of 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (1), VF, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK42,000

400

237 ** U35Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on St. Stephen's Crown 20f red 
brown, surcharge type 1 of 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
rare, only 10 stamps were printed, expertized by G. von Steiden, C.v. 
CZK105,000 

750

238 ** U35Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on St. Stephen's Crown 20f red 
brown, two stamps with surcharge types 2 and 3 under 27 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare couple, expertized by Dr. Blaha 
and J. Bulat, C.v. CZK210,000 

1,500

239 ** U35Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on St. Stephen's Crown 20f red 
brown, surcharge type 1 of 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 
10 stamps were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK105,000 

750
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240 ** U36 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on St. Elizabeth 20f brown olive, 7 stamps, 
including 5 with all issued surcharge types of 36 degree angle and types 
1 and 5 of 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. CZK56,000 

500

241 ** U36Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on St. Elizabeth 20f brown ol-
ive, surcharge type 1 of 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, only 7 stamps were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK135,000=US$6,150 

900

242 ** U36Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on St. Elizabeth 20f brown olive, 
surcharge type 1 of 36 degree angle, full OG with very little spot of dis-
turbance in the middle, NH, VF and very rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. CZK135,000 

750

243 ** U36Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''40'' on St. Elizabeth 20f brown olive, 
surcharge type 2 of 36 degree angle, full OG NH, VF and very rare, 7 
stamps of all types were issued, expertized by J. Bulat and Dr. Sevke, 
C.v. CZK135,000 

900

244 ** U37 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on St. Stephen 20f rose red, surcharge 
type 1 under 27 degree angle, unissued stamp, full OG, NH, VF, one 
of only two printed stamps, expertized by Dr. Blaha, priced with ''-'' 
in the Cat., G. von Steiden Cat. #J4, €1,000, which looks too low

1,000

245 ** U38-40 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on three different definitive stamps 1f gray 
(10 values - all 5 surcharge types under 27 and 36 degree angles), 2f 
orange (5 values - all types under 27 degree angle), 3f ultra (9 values - all 
types of 27 degree angle plus types 1-4 of 36 degree angle), all with full 
OG, NH, VF, properly expertized, C.v. CZK5,150

100

246 ** U38Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on Arpad 1f gray, five stamps 
representing all existing types of surcharge under 27 degree angle, 
full OG, NH, VF and unique assembly, only 10 stamps of all types 
were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. 
CZK550,000=US$25,000

4,000

247 ** U38Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on Arpad 1f gray, surcharge type 4 
under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 10 stamps exist, 
expertized by Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK110,000 

800

248 ** U38TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Arpad 1f gray, horizontal tete-beche 
pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 4/5 under 27 degree 
angle, full OG with pinpoint toning spot on perf tip at top right, 
NH, VF and very rare, only 3 such pairs possible, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000

2,000
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249 **  U39ST 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on King Ladislaus 2f orange, vertical se-
tenant strip of five, representing all 5 types of surcharge under 27 degree 
of angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK20,000 

400

250 ** U39Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on King Ladislaus 2f orange, 3 
stamps representing surcharge types 1, 4 and 5 under 27 degree an-
gle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 10 stamps of all types were 
printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, Dr. Sevke and G. von Steiden, C.v. 
CZK330,000

2,200

251 ** U39Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on King Ladislaus 2f orange, sur-
charge type 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 10 
stamps exist, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK110,000 

800

252 **  U40ST 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, two vertical se-tenant strips 
of five, representing all 5 types of surcharge under 27 and 23 (!) degree an-
gles, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK25,000 

500

253 ** U40Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, 3 stamps 
representing surcharge types 2, 3 and 4 under 27 degree angle, full 
OG, NH, VF, very rare unit, 15 stamps of all types were produced, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK255,000

1,500

  
254 ** U40TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, horizontal tete-

beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 4/5 under 27 
degree angle, full OG with minor disturbance on left stamp, NH, VF 
and very rare, only 3 pairs possible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK250,000

2,500

255 ** U41 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, surcharge type 1 under 27 
degree angle, partially broken leg of last ''a'' of ''Zakarpats'ka'', full OG, 
NH, VF and rare, 20 stamps of all types were printed, Dr. Blaha's expert 
hs, C.v. CZK86,000

800
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256 ** U41 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra, surcharge type 1 under 
27 degree angle, broken leg of last ''a'' of ''Zakarpats'ka'', full OG, NH, VF 
and rare, 20 stamps of all types were printed, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, 
C.v. CZK86,000++ 

800

257 ** U42 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen Crown 3f gray brown, 5 
stamps of all existing surcharge types of 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, 
VF, properly expertized, C.v. CZK35,000 

300

258   259

258 ** U42Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 3f dark 
brown, surcharge type 2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only 5 stamps of all types were printed, expertized 
by G. von Steiden, C.v. CZK175,000=US$7,950

1,000

259 ** U42Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 3f dark 
brown, surcharge type 4 under 27 degree angle, full OG with minor 
unevenness, NH, VF and extremely rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. CZK175,000 

1,000

260 ** U43, var 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on J. Hunyadi 4f brown, 8 stamps, including 
all 5 surcharge types under 27 degree angle, types 1, 3 and 5 - 36 degree 
angle, plus stamp of type 1 (36 degree) with ''Ukraina'' and ''60'' strongly 
shifted to the right and all surcharge significantly turned counter-clock-
wise, full OG, NH, VF, this stamp is rather common, but the error is rare 
and attractive

100

261 **/*
 

U43ST 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on J. Hunyadi 4f brown, two vertical se-
tenant strips of five, representing all 5 types of surcharge under 27 and 
36 degree angles, full OG, NH or VLH (unnecessary perf reinforcement), 
VF, this stamp is rather common, however se-tenant multiple of 5 differ-
ent types is very rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha

200

262 ** U43Pd 1945, double black surcharge ''60'' on J. Hunyadi 4f brown, both sur-
charges of type 4 with ''Ukraina'' shifted to the right, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only 4 stamps are known, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK45,000, which is apparently too low for this rare stamp

750

263 ** U43Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on J. Hunyadi 4f brown, 3 val-
ues representing surcharge types 1, 3 and 4 under 27 degree angle, 
full OG, NH, VF, very rare unit, 15 stamps of all surcharge types 
were produced, each one properly expertized, C.v. CZK255,000

1,500

264 ** U43Pp 
var

1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on J. Hunyadi 4f brown, surcharge 
type 3 under 27 degree angle, surcharge ink offset with ''40'' instead 
of ''60'', full OG, NH, VF and very rare, expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. 
CZK85,000++ 

500
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252 / $500

242 / $750

239 / $750

243 / $900

236 / $400

241 / $900238 / $1,500

244 / $1,000

247 / $800

249 / $400

251 / $800
256 / $800

257 / $300

262 / $750
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265 ** U43Pp 
var

1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on J. Hunyadi 4f brown, surcharge 
type 4 under 27 degree angle, surcharge ink offset with ''40'' instead of 
''60'', full OG, NH, VF and very rare, expertized by G. von Steiden, C.v. 
CZK85,000 

500

266   267

266 ** U43TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on J. Hunyadi 4f brown, horizontal tete-
beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 4/5 under 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 such pairs 
exist, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

267 ** U43TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on J. Hunyadi 4f brown, horizontal tete-
beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 5/4 under 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, extremely rare, only 3 such pairs were 
produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

268 ** U44-48 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on definitive stamps of 5f vermilion (8 val-
ues), 6f slate blue (5), 8f dark green (8), 10f brown (7, one with partial 
surcharge offset), 12f emerald (7), different type of surcharges and an-
gles 27 or 36 degree, all with full OG, NH (one stamp occasionally LH), 
VF, properly expertized, C.v. is about CZK29,000 (website photo)

300

269 ** U44Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on P. Kinizsi 5f vermilion, 4 
values representing surcharge types 1, 2, 4 and 5 under 27 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare unit, 15 stamps of all sur-
charge types were printed, all with appropriate experts' markings, 
C.v. CZK340,000

2,000

270   271

270 ** U44Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on P. Kinizsi 5f vermilion, sur-
charge type 1 (broken ''n'' in Ukraina'') under 27 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF and rare, 15 stamps of all types exist, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. CZK85,000 

500

271 ** U44TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on P. Kinizsi 5f vermilion, horizontal 
tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 1/5 
under 27 degree angle, full OG with tiny perf yellowing at left, NH, 
VF and very rare, only 4 were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. CZK190,000

1,500
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272 *  U45 var 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on M. Zrinyi 6f slate gray, vertical se-tenant 
strip of five, representing all 5 surcharge types of 27 degree angle, full 
OG, VLH (unnecessary perf reinforcement), VF and very rare multiple, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK7,500

150

273 ** U45Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on M. Zrinyi 6f slate gray, 4 
values representing surcharge types 1, 3, 4 and 5 under 27 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare unit, 15 stamps of all sur-
charge types were produced, various experts' hs on reverse, C.v. 
CZK340,000

2,000

274 ** U45Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on M. Zrinyi 6f slate gray, sur-
charge type 3 (broken ''sh'') under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
rare, 15 stamps of all surcharge types exist, expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. 
CZK85,000 

500

275 ** U46Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on Francis II Rakoszy 8f dark 
green, five stamps representing all existing types of surcharge un-
der 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and unique assembly, only 10 
stamps of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, Dr. Sevke 
and G. von Steiden, C.v. CZK550,000=US$25,000

4,000

276 ** U46Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on Francis II Rakoszy 8f dark green, 
surcharge type 4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, very rare, only 
10 stamps exist, expertized by J. Bulat and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK110,000 

800

277   278

277 * U46TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Francis II Rakoszy 8f dark green, 
horizontal tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, 
types 4/5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, VLH (perf reinforcement, 
which is apparently not necessary), VF very rare, only 3 pairs were 
printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000 for never hinged

1,500

278 ** U46TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Francis II Rakoszy 8f dark green, 
horizontal tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, 
types 5/4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 3 
pairs possible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500
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279 ** U47Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on Count Hadik 10f brown, 
five stamps representing all existing types of surcharge under 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and probably unique assembly, only 
15 stamps of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha and 
others, C.v. CZK400,000

2,500

280 ** U47Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on Count Hadik 10f brown, sur-
charge type 2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 15 
stamps exist, expertized by J. Bulat and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK80,000 

500

281   282

281 ** U47 var 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Count Hadik 10f brown, horizontal 
tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 4/5 un-
der 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and one of two produced pairs 
(both will be offered here), expertized by Dr. Blaha, not listed in the 
Cat., Est. $6,000-$8,000

3,000

282 * U47 var 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Count Hadik 10f brown, horizontal 
tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 5/4 un-
der 27 degree angle, full OG, VLH (perf reinforcement, which is ap-
parently not necessary), VF and one of two existing pairs (both will 
be offered here), expertized by Dr. Blaha, not listed in the Cat., Est. 
$4,000-$5,000

2,000

283 * U48, U59 
var

1945, black surcharge ''60'' on 12f emerald and on 30f deep carmine, 
two vertical pairs of types 1/5 and 4/1 respectively, full OG, VLH (perf 
reinforcement), VF, expertized by G. von Steiden and Dr. Blaha 

100

284 ** U48, U59 
var

1945, black surcharge ''60'' on 12f emerald and on two of 30f deep 
carmine, mixed types of three-line surcharges, ''60''/12f - types 1-5-1; 
''60''/30f- types 5-2-2 or 3-4-4, all under 27 degree angles, full OG, NH, 
VF and very scarce, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke

150

285 ** U48Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on A. Gorgei 12f emerald, 3 
stamps representing surcharge types 2, 3 and 5 under 27 degree an-
gle, full OG, NH, VF, rare trio, only 15 stamps of all types were print-
ed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, J. Bulat and others, C.v. CZK240,000

1,500
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276 / $800

274 / $500

280 / $500

–––– 264 / $500 ––––

 Backside view   
–––– 265 / $500 ––––

260 / $100

261 / $200

272 / $150

283 / $100

284 / $150 286 / $500 
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286 ** U48Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on A. Gorgei 12f emerald, surcharge 
type 5 (dot in ''sh'') under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 15 
stamps of all types exist, expertized by Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK80,000 

500

287   288

287 ** U48TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on A. Gorgei 12f emerald, horizontal 
tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 4/5 un-
der 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 pairs 
were produced and2will be offered here, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

288 ** U48TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on A. Gorgei 12f emerald, horizontal 
tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 5/4 un-
der 27 degree angle, spot of very light foxing at right margin, full 
OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 pairs were produced, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000

2,000

289 ** U49 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 16f lilac, 5 stamps 
of all existing surcharge types of 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, Dr. 
Blaha experts' hs, C.v. CZK40,000 

350

290 ** U50 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, 3 stamps 
with surcharge types 1, 3 and 5, all under 27 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF and very rare trio, only 20 stamps of all types were pro-
duced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK240,000=US$10,900

2,000

291 292

291 ** U50 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, surcharge 
type 1 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 20 stamps were 
printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK80,000 

750

292 ** U50 var 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, mixed types 
surcharge - 1st row is type 3, 2nd row - type 4 and 3rd row is type 1, 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only two or three possible, 
Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK80,000++

800

287
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293 **/
(*)

U51, var 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, 8 values, includ-
ing all 5 surcharge types under 27 degree angle, plus types 1, 2 and 4 
under 36 degree angle, in addition stamp of type 5 (36 degree angle) with 
surcharge ink smeared on gum side, full OG or unused, no gum (1), NH, 
VF, this stamp is common, but variety is very scarce, it's illustrated in 
the Majer Cat.

100

294 ** U51Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, 
4 stamps representing surcharge types 1, 2, 4 and 5 under 27 de-
gree angle, full OG, NH, VF and probably unique assembly, only 12 
stamps of all surcharge types were issued, expertized by Dr. Blaha 
and J. Bulat, C.v. CZK380,000=US$17,300

2,500

295 ** U51Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, sur-
charge type 4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF rare, only 12 stamps 
of all surcharge types exist, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK95,000 

650

296   297

296 ** U51TB 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, horizon-
tal tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 
4/5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and one of two exist-
ing tete-beche (both offered here), expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK350,000=US$15,900

3,000

297 ** U51TB 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 18f dark gray, horizontal 
tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 5/4 un-
der 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and one of two existing tete-
beche (both offered here), expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK350,000

3,000

298 ** U52-53, 
var

1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Elizabeth 20f brown olive and on St. 
Stephen's Crown 20f red brown, 8 values for each denominations, all 
existing surcharge types presented with 27 and 36 degree angles, full 
OG, NH (one stamp occasionally LH), VF and properly expertized, C.v. 
CZK37,600

300

299 ** U53Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 20f red 
brown, 4 stamps representing surcharge types 2, 3, 4 and 5 under 
27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and probably unique assembly, only 
10 stamps of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha and 
others, C.v. CZK440,000

3,000

300 ** U53Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 20f red 
brown, surcharge type 4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK110,000 

750
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295 / $650
289 / $350

300 / $750

301/$2,000

294 / $2,500

307 / $150
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301 * U53TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 20f red brown, 
vertical tete-beche pair, bottom stamp has inverted surcharge 
which in addition is appearing as double (ghost) impression, types 
4/2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, LH, VF and the only known ver-
tical tete-beche pair of this stamp, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. 
Sevke, C.v. CZK250,000 for **

2,000

302   303

302 * U53TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 20f red brown, 
horizontal tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, 
types 4/5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, VLH (perf reinforcement), 
VF and one of two known horizontal tete-beche pairs of this stamp, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000 for **

2,000

303 ** U53TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 20f red brown, 
horizontal tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, 
types 5/4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and one of two 
known horizontal tete-beche pairs of this stamp, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000=US$11,350

2,500

304 **/
(*)

U54 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen 24f brown violet, 5 stamps 
of all surcharge types under 27 degree angle, type 4 with some gum 
wrinkle, full OG or unused, expertly regummed (1), NH, mostly VF, ex-
pertized by Dr. Blaha and others, C.v. CZK47,500

400

305 ** U54Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen 24f brown vio-
let, surcharge type 2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and ex-
tremely rare, only 5 stamps were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK175,000=US $7,950 

1,000

306   308

306 ** U54Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen 24f brown vio-
let, surcharge type 3 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, expertized by G. von Steiden, C.v. CZK175,000 

1,000

307 **/
(*)

U55 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 24f violet, 8 stamps, includ-
ing all 5 surcharge types under 27 degree angle and types 1, 2 and 5 
under 36 degree angle, full OG or unused, expertly regummed (1), NH, 
mostly VF, C.v. CZK19,500 

150

308 ** U55Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on Virgin Mary 24f violet, 3 
stamps, representing surcharge types 2, 3 and 4 under 27 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and probably unique trio, only 10 stamps  
were printed, expertized by J. Bulat and others, C.v. CZK330,000

2,200

309 **/
(*)

U56 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 24f deep violet, 6 stamps, 
including surcharge types 1, 2, 4 and 5 under 27 degree angle and types 
3 and 4 under 36 degree angle, full OG or unused, expertly regummed 
(1), NH, mostly VF, C.v. CZK55,000

500
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310   311

310 ** U56Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 24f deep vio-
let, surcharge type 2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only 4 stamps possible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. CZK200,000 

1,500

311 ** U56Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 24f deep vio-
let, surcharge type 2 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only 4 stamps exist, expertized by G. von Steiden, 
C.v. CZK200,000=US$9,100 

1,500

312 ** U57 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 24f deep violet, two stamps of 
surcharge types 4 and 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha and others, C.v. CZK23,200 

200

313 **/* U57 1945, red surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 24f deep violet, two stamps of 
surcharge types 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (type 
4), VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK18,400 

150

314 ** U58-61, 
var

1945, black surcharge ''60'' on E. Szilagyi 30f brown red (8 values), on 
St. Margaret 30f deep carmine (10), on St. Stephen's Crown 30f bright 
carmine (6) and red surcharge ''1.00'' on D. Kanuizsai 50f dark blue (4 
stamps), various surcharge types and angles, two stamps with offset or 
strong surcharge shift, full OG or unused, no gum (1), NH or VLH (2), VF, 
properly expertized, C.v. about CZK30,000++

250

315 ** U58Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on E. Szilagyi 30f brown red, 4 
values representing surcharge types 1, 2, 4 and 5 under 27 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare unit, 15 stamps of all surcharge 
types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, J. Bulat and Dr. Sevke, 
C.v. CZK340,000

2,000

316 ** U58TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on E. Szilagyi 30f brown red, horizontal 
tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 5/4 un-
der 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 4 tete-
beche pairs in existence, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK190,000

2,000
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317 **/* U59Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 30f deep 
carmine, 3 values representing surcharge types 1, 3 and 5 under 
27 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH, VF and rare trio, 19 stamps 
of all surcharge types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK184,000

1,000

318 ** U59Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 30f deep car-
mine, surcharge type 3 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
rare, 19 stamps of all surcharge types exist, expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. 
CZK68,000 

400

319 ** U59TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 30f deep carmine, hori-
zontal tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, types 
5/4 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and one of two known 
pairs, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK350,000=US$15,900

3,000

320 (*) U60x 1945, error black surcharge ''6'' instead of ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 
30f bright carmine, surcharge type 3 under 27 degree angle, unused, ex-
pertly regummed, VF appearance of this very rare variety, only 4 stamps 
were found, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK50,000

300

321 ** U60Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 30f 
bright carmine, 3 values representing surcharge types 1, 2 and 5 un-
der 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare unit, 13 stamps 
of all surcharge types were printed, expertized by J. Bulat, Dr. Blaha 
and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK264,000=US$12,000

1,800

322 ** U60Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on St. Stephen's Crown 30f bright 
carmine, surcharge type 1 under 36 degree angle, pinpoint natural pa-
per inclusion invisible from the face, full OG, NH, VF and rare, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK88,000 

600

323 */U U39/60 
var

1945, black or red surcharge ''60'' on definitive or Great Women issues of 
2f-30f, 10 vertical se-tenant pairs of different surcharge types under 27 
or 36 (1) degree angles, full OG, NH/VLH (3 with perf reinforcement) or 
used (2), VF and scarce assemblage, C.v. is about CZK10,000

200
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324 **/* 
 

U38, U39, 
U45, U53

1945, black surcharge ''60'' on definitive stamps of 1f, 2f x2, 6f x2 and 
20f, 6 vertical se-tenant strips of three, different types of surcharges, all 
under 27 degree angle, except one of ''60''/2f - 23 degree angle, all with 
full OG, NH or VLH (perf reinforcement), VF and rare group, expertized 
by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. about CZK14,500

300

325 **/* 
 

U39, U40, 
U45

1945, black surcharge ''60'' on definitive stamps of 2f, 3f and 6f x2, 4 
vertical strips of four, different surcharge types under 27 or 23 (!) degree 
angles, full OG, NH or VLH (perf reinforcement, which is apparently not 
necessary), VF and very rare group, expertized by Dr. Blaha, Dr. Sevke, 
C.v. is about CZK20,000

400

326   327   329

326 ** U61Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''1.00'' on D. Kanuizsai 50f dark blue, 
surcharge type 3 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and ex-
tremely rare, only 5 stamps of all surcharge types were printed, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK170,000 

1,000

327 ** U61Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''1.00'' on D. Kanuizsai 50f dark blue, 
surcharge type 5 (dot in ''sh'') under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, 
VF and extremely rare, only 5 stamps of all surcharge types were 
printed, expertized by G. von Steiden, C.v. CZK170,000=US$7,700

1,000

328 **/* U62 1945, black surcharge ''1.40'' on S. Lorantffy 70f deep orange, 6 stamps, 
including surcharge types 1 and 5 of 27 degree angle and types 2, 3, 4 
and 5 (smeared surcharge ink on reverse) under 36 degree angle, all with 
full OG, NH or LH (1), VF, scarce, properly expertized, C.v. CZK82,500

750

329 ** U62 var 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.40'' on S. Lorantffy 70f deep or-
ange, surcharge type 3 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, according to Mr. Majer's notes only 3 stamps were 
printed (all offered here), J. Bulat expert hs, the stamp is not listed 
in both catalogs, Est. $3,000-$4,000

1,500

330 331

330 * U62 var 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.40'' on S. Lorantffy 70f deep or-
ange, surcharge type 4 under 36 degree angle, full OG, very light trace 
of hinge, VF and extremely rare, according to Mr. Majer's notes only 3 
stamps were printed, expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp is not listed in 
both catalogs, Est. $2,000-$3,000

1,000

331 ** U62 var 1945, inverted black surcharge ''1.40'' on S. Lorantffy 70f deep or-
ange, surcharge type 5 (dot in ''sh'') under 36 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF and extremely rare, according to Mr. Majer's notes only 3 
stamps were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, the stamp is not list-
ed in both catalogs, Est. $3,000-$4,000

1,500

332 ** U63 1945, red surcharge ''2.00'' on D. Kanuizsai 50f dark blue, 6 stamps, 
representing surcharge type 4 of 27 degree angle and all 5 types of 36 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, various expert's hs, C.v. CZK39,600 

350
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333   335

333 ** U64 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on St. Stephen's Crown 50f blue, sur-
charge type 2 under 29 (!) degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare, only 8 stamps were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK120,000=US$5,450 

1,200

334 ** U65, var 1945, red surcharge ''2.00'' on St. Stephen's Crown 50f blue, 7 stamps, 
including surcharge types 1-4 under 27 degree angle, types 1, 4 and 
5 - under 36 degree angle, and in addition stamp with full offset of sur-
charge on gum side, all with full OG, NH, VF, properly expertized, C.v. 
CZK24,000++

200

335 ** U65Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''2.00'' on St. Stephen's Crown 50f 
blue, 2 values representing surcharge types 1 and 4 under 27 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare couple, only 10 stamps of all 
types were printed, C.v. CZK220,000 

1,500

336   337   341

336 ** U65Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''2.00'' on St. Stephen's Crown 50f blue, 
surcharge type 1 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 
only 10 stamps of all types exist, C.v. CZK110,000 

750

337 ** U65Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''2.00'' on St. Stephen's Crown 50f blue, 
surcharge type 1 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK110,000 

750

338 **/
(*)

U66 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on S. Lorantffy 70f deep orange, 10 stamps, 
representing all 5 surcharge types under 27 and 36 degree angles, full 
OG or unused, expertly regummed (1), NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha 
and others, C.v. CZK22,800 

200

339 **/* U67 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on St. Stephen's Crown 80f yellow brown, 
7 stamps, including surcharge types 1, 4 and 5 of 27 degree angle and 
types 1, 3, 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (1), VF, 
various experts' hs on reverse, C.v. CZK31,200

300

340 **/* U68 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on I. Zrinyi 80f carmine brown, 6 stamps, 
including surcharge types 1, 3 and 4 of 27 degree angle and types 3-5 
under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (2), VF and scarce, various 
experts' signs, C.v. CZK16,000 

150

341 ** U68 var 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' on I. Zrinyi 80f carmine 
brown, surcharge type 1 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, according to Mr. Majer's notes only 3 stamps were 
printed (all offered here), Dr. Blaha's expert hs, the stamp is not 
listed in both catalogs, Est. $3,000-$4,000

1,500
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342   343  

 

 345

342 ** U68 var 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' on I. Zrinyi 80f carmine 
brown, surcharge type 3 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, according to Mr. Majer's notes only 3 stamps were 
printed, expertized by J. Bulat, the stamp is not listed in both cata-
logs, Est. $3,000-$4,000

1,500

343 ** U68 var 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' on I. Zrinyi 80f carmine 
brown, surcharge type 5 (dot in ''sh'') under 36 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF and extremely rare, according to Mr. Majer's notes only 3 
stamps were printed, Dr. Blaha's guarantee sign, Est. $3,000-$4,000

1,500

344 ** U69, var 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on St. Stephen's Crown 1p green, 5 
stamps, including surcharge types 1, 4 and 5 of 27 degree angle and 
types 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, in addition stamp of type 5 (36 de-
gree) with value offset on gum side, full OG, NH, VF, various guarantees 
on reverse, C.v. CZK15,600++

150

345 ** U69 var 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' on St. Stephen's Crown 1p 
green, surcharge type 2 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
very rare, this stamp is listed in both catalogs only as the 1st issue 
(No.U14Pp), the offered stamp is from the 2nd issue and unlisted as 
such, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, Est. $2,000-$3,000

1,000

346   348   349

346 ** U70 1945, black surcharge ''2.40'' on I. Zrinyi 80f carmine brown, unis-
sued stamp with surcharge type 5 (dot in ''sh'') under 27 degree an-
gle, full OG, NH, VF, this is one of two existing stamps, expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, priced with ''-'' in the Cat., according to Georg von 
Steiden Cat. the stamp is unique, it has #J77, C.v. €1,000, which 
does not reflect the rarity of this stamp

1,000

SECOND SECTION – AT 11:00 AM, NOVEMBER 30, 2023

347 ** U71 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Admiral Horthy 1p dark green and buff, 
watermark Cross, Wreath and Crown (X), 5 stamps, representing sur-
charge types 1, 2, 4 and 5 of 27 degree angle and type 5 under 36 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and scarce group, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK60,000

500

348 ** U71a 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Admiral Horthy 1p dark green and buff, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 (dot in ''sh'') 
under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 16 stamps of all types 
were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK 95,000

1,000

349 ** U71a var 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Admiral Horthy 1p dark green and 
buff, watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 
(dot in ''sh'') under 32 (!) degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK95,000++ 

1,000
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350 **/* U72 1945, black surcharge ''4.00'' on Admiral Horthy 2p brown and buff, 
watermark Cross, Wreath and Crown (X), 4 stamps, representing sur-
charge types 1, 2, and 5 of 27 degree angle and type 5 under 36 degree 
angle, full OG, NH or VLH (1), VF, various experts' hs on reverse, C.v. 
CZK11,200

100

351   352

351 ** U72x 1945, black error surcharge ''.400'' on Admiral Horthy 2p brown and 
buff, watermark Cross, Wreath and Crown (X), full OG with slight 
vertical wave at left, NH, VF and unique (the only known stamp with 
this error), expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK150,000=US$6,800

1,500

352 ** U72Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''4.00'' on Admiral Horthy 2p brown 
and buff, surcharge type 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF 
and extremely rare, one of two printed examples, listed in the Cat 
with ''-'', Georg von Steiden Cat. #12.II, €5,000

1,500

353   355

353 ** U72a 1945, black surcharge ''4.00'' on Admiral Horthy 2p brown and buff, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 (dot in ''sh'') 
under 32(!) degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 10 stamps 
were printed, expertized by Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK 105,000

1,000

354 **/U U73 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Admiral Horthy 5p rose violet and 
buff, watermark Cross, Wreath and Crown (X), 3 stamps, including 
surcharge types 1 (Uzhgorod cancellation) and 5 under 27 degree an-
gle, type 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or used, VF and scarce 
trio, various experts' hs on reverse, C.v. CZK70,000

500

355 ** U73a 1945, black surcharge ''10.00'' on Admiral Horthy 5p rose violet 
and buff, watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 
5 (dot in ''sh'') under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, 
only 8 stamps of all types were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. CZK115,000

1,000

356 ** U74 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Szechenyi issue 10f olive green, 3 values, 
representing types 1, 4 and 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, 
Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK39,000 

350

357 ** U75 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Szechenyi issue 16f olive brown, 2 val-
ues, representing surcharge types 1 and 5 under 27 degree angle, full 
OG, NH, VF, Dr. Blaha's expert markings, C.v. CZK28,000 

250

358 ** U75 var 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Szechenyi issue 16f olive brown, sur-
charge type 5 under 27 degree angle with offset on reverse, full OG, NH, 
VF, C.v. CZK14,000++ 

150

359 ** U76 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Szechenyi issue 20f carmine lake, 3 
values, representing surcharge types 4 and 5 of 27 degree angle, type 4 
under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, C.v. CZK40,800 

350
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360 ** U77 1945, black surcharge ''1.40'' on Szechenyi issue 32f red orange, 2 val-
ues, representing surcharge types 1 and 5 under 27 degree angle, full 
OG, NH, VF, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK27,000 

250

361 ** U78 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Szechenyi issue 40f royal blue, 
2 values, representing surcharge types 1 and 5 under 27 de-
gree angle, full OG, NH, VF, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK26,000 

250

362 ** U79 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Cathedral of Kassa 30f rose red, 2 values, 
representing surcharge types 1 and 5 under 27 degree angle, first one 
with slight gum wave, still full OG, NH, VF, Dr. Blaha's expert markings, 
C.v. CZK28,000 

250

363 ** U79Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' on Cathedral of Kassa 30f rose 
red, surcharge type 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
unique stamp, expertized by Dr. Blaha, this stamp is priced with ''-'' 
in the Maier Cat., Georg von Steiden #5.II, €5,000

2,500

364 ** U80 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Reformed Church in Debrecen 40f gray 
violet, 3 values, representing surcharge types 1 and 5 under 27 degree 
angle, type 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK42,000

400

365 **/* U81 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Cathedral in Esztergom 50f, 3 values, 
representing two surcharge types 1 on stamps in bright or pale blue, and 
type 5 on stamp in bright blue, all under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH or 
LH (1), VF, various experts' hs on reverse, C.v. CZK36,500

300

366 ** U82 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Evangelical Church in Budapest 70f 
gray green, 2 values, representing surcharge types 1 and 5 under 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK24,000 

200

367 ** U83 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on War Relief Fund issue 1f +1f dark gray, 
6 stamps, including surcharge type 1 of 27 degree angle and types 1, 3, 
4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, in addition stamp with ink smeared on 
gum side of extra type 4, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, G. von 
Steiden and others, C.v. CZK27,600++

250

368 **/* U84 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on War Relief Fund issue 20f +2f deep claret, 
7 stamps, including surcharge types 1, 2 and 5 under 27 degree angle, 
types 2, 3, 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG (type 5-27 with some 
gum scratch), NH or LH (1), VF and scarce group, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha and others, C.v. CZK63,100 (two stamps counted as hinged)

600

369 ** U85 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on War Relief Fund issue 4f +2f lake, 8 
stamps, including surcharge types 1, 2 an 5 under 27 degree angle and 
all 5 types under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha, Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK33,600

300

370 ** U86 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on War Relief Fund issue 8f +2f green, 7 
stamps, including surcharge type 1, 2 and 5 under 27 degree angle, 
types1, 2, 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, various ex-
perts' hs on reverse, C.v. CZK56,000 

500

371 ** U86 var 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on War Relief Fund issue 8f +2f green, sur-
charge type 1 with extra bottom part of ''60'' at top of the stamp, full 
OG, NH, VF and a spectacular example, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK8,000++ 

150
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372 ** U87 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on War Relief Fund issue 12f+2f bister 
brown, 5 stamps, including surcharge types 1 and 2 of 27 degree angle, 
types 1, 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by 
Dr. Blaha and others, C.v. CZK40,000

350

373   374

373 ** U88 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on War Relief Fund issue 20f +2f deep claret, 
surcharge type 4 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 
20 stamps were printed, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK80,000

800

374 ** U84+U88 1945, back surcharges ''40'' and ''60'' on War Relief Fund issue 
20f+2f deep claret, horizontal se-tenant pair, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only 3 such pairs possible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
Hrabar and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK150,000=US$6,800

1,500

375      380

375 ** U88+U84 1945, back surcharges ''60'' and ''40'' on War Relief Fund issue 
20f+2f deep claret, horizontal se-tenant pair, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only 3 such pairs possible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v.CZK150,000=US$6,800 

1,500

376 **/
(*)

U89 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on War Relief Fund issue 40f +4f gray violet, 
6 stamps, including surcharge types 1 and 2 of 27 degree angle, types 1, 
3, 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG or unused, expertly regummed 
(1),NH, VF, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK41,800

350

377 **/
(*)

U90 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on War Relief Fund issue 50f +6f orange 
brown, 6 stamps, including surcharge types 1, 2 and 5 of 27 degree an-
gle, types 1, 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG or unused, expertly 
regummed(1), NH, VF, Dr. Blaha's and other expert hs, C.v. CZK49,500

450

378 ** U91 1945, black surcharge ''1.40'' on War Relief Fund issue 70f +8f slate 
gray, 5 stamps, including surcharge types 1 and 5 of 27 degree angle, 
types 1, 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, Dr. Blaha's 
guarantee hs, C.v. CZK45,000 

400

379 ** U92 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Kossuth issue 4f yellow brown, 3 stamps, 
including surcharge type 1 and 5 of 27 degree angle, type 5 under 36 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK15,600 

150

380 ** U92TB 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Kossuth issue 4f yellow brown, 
horizontal tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, 
types 5/5 under 36 degree angle, left stamp with slight reverse 
soiling, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 4 tete-beche pairs 
were produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK190,000

2,000
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381 **/* U93 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Kossuth issue 30f brown red, 5 stamps, 
including surcharge type 1 and 5 of 27 degree angle, types 1, 2 and 5 
under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK36,300

350

382 ** U94 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Kossuth issue 20f dark olive green, 5 
stamps, including surcharge type 1, 2 and 4 under 27 degree angle, 
types 4 and 5 of 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, Dr. Blaha's and other 
guarantee signs, C.v. CZK28,000 

250

383 ** U95 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Kossuth issue 50f slate gray, two 
stamps with surcharges type 1 and 5 of 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF 
and scarce, expertized by Dr. Blaha and others, C.v. CZK32,000 

300

384 ** U96, var 1945, carmine or matt red surcharge ''2.00'' on Kossuth issue 50f slate 
gray, 4 stamps, including carmine surcharge types 1 and 5 under 27 
degree angle, red - types 5 under 27 and 36 degree angles, full OG, NH, 
VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha and others, C.v. CZK22,400

200

385 **/* U97-99 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Christmas issue 4f green (6 values), 20f 
blue (8) and 50f brown orange (8), the total is 22 stamps, representing 
different surcharge types and 27 or 36 degree angles, arranged on page 
from the Collection, full OG (one stamp is unused, expertly regummed), 
NH or VLH (1), mostly VF, various experts' hs on reverse, C.v. is over 
CZK46,000=US$2,100

400

386 **/* 
 

U97-99 
var

1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Christmas issue 4f, 20f and 30f, com-
plete set in vertical se-tenant strips of three, surcharge types 1-2-3 
under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or VLH (''60''/30f between 1st 
and 2nd stamps for perf reinforcement, which was not needed), VF 
and extremely rare, each strip signed by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, 
Est. $2,000-$2,500

1,000

387 ** U100 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Red Cross issue 20f+20f brown, 4 
stamps, surcharge types 1, 2, 4 and 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK44,000 

400

388 ** U101 1945, black surcharge ''1.40'' on Red Cross issue 30f+30f brown red, 4 
stamps, surcharge types 1, 2, 4 and 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK54,000 

500

389 ** U102 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' on Red Cross issue 50f+50f brownish vio-
let, 3 stamps, surcharge types 1, 2 and 5 under 27 degree angle, the 
last one has slight wrinkle, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, Dr. 
Sevke and others, C.v. CZK39,000

350

390 ** U103 1945, black surcharge ''4.00'' on Red Cross issue 70f+70f deep blue, 4 
stamps, surcharge types 1, 2, and 5 under 27 degree angle, type 5 of 36 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke experts' hs, C.v. 
CZK64,000 

600

391 **/* U104, var 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on Postage Due stamp of 2f brown red, 7 
stamps, including surcharge types 1, 4 and 5 of 27 degree angle, types 
1, 2, 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, in addition stamp of type 4 (27) with 
full surcharge offset on reverse, full OG, NH or LH (1), all are properly 
expertized, C.v. CZK14,250++

150

392 ** U104 var 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on Postage Due stamp of 2f 
brown red, mixed type three-line surcharge, types 5-2-2 un-
der 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha 

100

393 *  U104 var 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on Postage Due stamp of 2f brown red, 
vertical se-tenant strip of five, representing all 5 existing types of 
surcharge under 36 degree angle, full OG, VLH (unnecessary perf 
reinforcement), VF and very rare, expertized by G. von Steiden, C.v. 
CZK100,000

1,000
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394 ** U104a 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on Postage Due stamp of 2f brown red, two 
stamps with watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge types 1 
and 5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 20 stamps of 
all types possible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK160,000=US$7,250

800

395 **/* U105 1945, black surcharge ''10'' on Postage Due stamp of 3f brown red, 8 
stamps, including all surcharge types of 27 degree angle, types 1, 3, and 
4 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (1), expertized by Dr. Blaha 
and others, C.v. CZK27,000 

250

396 ** U106 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Postage Due stamp of 8f brown red, 6 
stamps, representing surcharge types 1, 4 and 5 of 27 degree angle, 
types 3, 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, various experts' hs 
on reverse, C.v. CZK46,800 

450

397 * U104, 
U106

1945, black surcharges on Postage Due stamps ''10'' on 2f and ''20'' on 
8f, two vertical pairs of surcharge types 1+5 and 4+1 respectively, both 
under 27 degree angle, full OG, VLH (perf reinforcement, which is appar-
ently not necessary), VF, C.v. CZK29,100

250

398 ** U106a 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Postage Due stamp of 8f brown red, wa-
termark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 27 de-
gree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 12 stamps of all types pos-
sible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK98,000=US$4,450

500

399 ** U106a 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Postage Due stamp of 8f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), two stamps of surcharge 
types 4 and 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very 
rare couple, expertized by Dr. Sevke, Hrabar and Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK98,000=US $8,900

1,000

400 **/* U107 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Postage Due stamp of 10f brown red, 5 
stamps, representing surcharge types 4 and 5 under 27 degree angle, 
types 1, 2 and 5 of 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH, VF, appropriate 
experts' hs on reverse, C.v. CZK20,700

200

401 ** U107a 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Postage Due stamp of 10f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 1 under 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 12 stamps of all types were 
produced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK98,000=US$4,450

500

402 ** U107a 1945, black surcharge ''20'' on Postage Due stamp of 10f brown red, wa-
termark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 36 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, Dr. Blaha expert's hs, C.v. CZK98,000 

500

403 **/* U108 1945, black surcharge ''30'' on Postage Due stamp of 12f brown red, 
5 stamps, representing surcharge types 1 and 5 under 27 degree 
angle, types 2, 3 and 5 of 36 degree angle, one stamp with gum wrin-
kle (5-27), full OG, NH or LH (1), VF and definitely unique group, 13 
stamp were printed of all types, expertized by Dr. Blaha and others, 
C.v. CZK418,000=US$19,000 (two stamps counted as hinged)

2,000

404 ** U108a 1945, black surcharge ''30'' on Postage Due stamp of 12f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 27 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, only 12 stamps of all types were 
issued, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK98,000=US$4,450

500
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405 ** U108a 1945, black surcharge ''30'' on Postage Due stamp of 12f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 36 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK98,000 

500

406 ** U109 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Postage Due stamp of 20f brown red, 7 
stamps, including surcharge types 1 and 5 of 27 degree angle, all types 
under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, various guarantee markings on 
reverse, C.v. CZK72,000 

700

407 ** U109a 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Postage Due stamp of 20f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 27 de-
gree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, 20 stamps of all types were issued, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK80,000

400

408 ** U109a 1945, black surcharge ''40'' on Postage Due stamp of 20f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 36 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK80,000 

400

409   414   415

409 ** U110 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 2f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), unissued surcharge type 
5 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, one 
of two printed examples, expertized by Dr. Blaha, this stamp priced 
with ''-'' in the Cat., Georg von Steiden Cat. #JP1, €1,000, which 
looks to low for this rarity

1,000

410 ** U111 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 4f brown red, 8 
stamps, including surcharge types 1, 3, 4 and 5 of 27 degree angle, types 
1, 2, 3 and 5 under 36 degree angle, one stamp has slight gum crease (1-
36), full OG,NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha and others, C.v. CZK11,400

100

411 ** U111a 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 4f brown red, wa-
termark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 1 under 27 de-
gree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 8 stamps of all types were 
printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK120,000=US $5,450

600

412 ** U111a 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 4f brown 
red, watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 
(dot in ''sh'') under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF, stamp of type 
5 is probably unique, expertized by Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK120,000

600

413 ** U112 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 6f brown red, 8 
stamps, including surcharge types 1, 2 and 5 of 27 degree angle, all five 
types under 36 degree angle, full OG (one stamp with tiny wrinkle), NH, 
VF, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK36,800

350

414 ** U112a 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 6f brown red, wa-
termark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 (dot in ''sh'') 
under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 6 stamps 
were printed, Dr. Blaha's guarantee hs, C.v. CZK148,000=US $6,700

750

415 ** U112a 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 6f brown red, wa-
termark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 36 de-
gree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, Dr. Blaha's expert sign, C.v. 
CZK148,000 

750
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416 ** U113 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 16f brown red, 7 
stamps, including surcharge types 1, 4 and 5 of 27 degree angle, types 
2-5 under 36 degree angle, full OG (one stamp with wave), NH, VF, Dr. 
Blaha's expert markings, C.v. CZK22,400

200

417   419   422

417 ** U113a 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 16f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 
27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 5 stamps were 
printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK175,000=US$7,950

1,000

418 * U113a 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 16f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 under 36 de-
gree angle, full original gum with small overflow spot in the middle, NH, 
but counted as hinged, VF and very rare, only 5 stamps were printed, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK115,000

500

419 ** U114 1945, black surcharge ''60'' on Postage Due stamp of 20f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), unissued surcharge type 
4 under 27 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, one 
of two produced stamps, expertized by Dr. Blaha, this stamp priced 
with ''-'' in the Cat., Georg von Steiden Cat. #JP6, €1,000, which ap-
parently to low for this rare unissued stamp

1,000

420 **/* U115 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Postage Due stamp of 40f brown red, 
5 stamps, including surcharge types 1 and 5 of 27 degree angle, types 
1,2 and 5 under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (1), VF and scarce 
group, expertized by Dr. Blaha, Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK40,500

350

421 ** U115a 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Postage Due stamp of 40f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 3 under 36 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, only 12 stamps of all types 
were printed, Dr. Blaha's expert hs, C.v. CZK148,000

750

422 ** U115a 1945, black surcharge ''1.00'' on Postage Due stamp of 40f brown red, 
watermark Double Cross on Pyramid (IX), surcharge type 5 (dot in ''sh'') 
under 36 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and very rare, expertized by Hra-
bar, Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK148,000

750

423 **/* U4/112, 
U25Pp/ 
60Pp

Duplicates and Balance of the First and Second Uzhgorod Sur-
charges 

1945, 43 mostly mint stamps (1 - used), including identification 
page of the 2nd issue with 8 stamps, and stock page of 21 stamps 
with upright surcharge, including #U4 and U18 of the 1st issue and 
U59 of mixed types and 14 stamps with inverted surcharge (10-15 
exist), two or three values with minor foxing and one with toned 
spot, full OG (1 common stamp - unused), mainly NH, F/VF, prop-
erly identified and expertized, C.v. CZK1,375,000=US$62,500, Est. 
$8,000-$10,000

4,000

2ND UZHGOROD SURCHARGES OVER CHUST OVERPRINTS

424 ** CU1 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on Arpad 
1f gray, 5 stamps representing surcharge types 1-5 under 28 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. 
CZK30,000

400
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425   426   427

425 ** CU1Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on Ar-
pad 1f gray, surcharge type 3 under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF 
and extremely rare (one of 3 printed), expertized by G. von Steiden 
and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK250,000=US$11,350 

2,500

426 ** CU1Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on 
Arpad 1f gray, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF, one of 3 stamps in existence, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK250,000 

2,500

427 ** CU1Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on Ar-
pad 1f gray, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, 
VF, only 3 stamps exist, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000 

2,500

428   430

428 ** CU1TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on Arpad 1f gray, 
horizontal tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted surcharge, 
types 1/5 under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely 
rare, one of just two pairs in existence, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK350,000=US $15,900

4,000

429 **/* CU2 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on King 
Ladislaus 2f orange, 5 stamps representing surcharge types 1-5 under 
28 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (1), VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha and 
Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK27,000 

350

430 ** CU2Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on King 
Ladislaus 2f orange, surcharge type 4 under 28 degree angle, full 
OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps were issued, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000 

2,500

431   432

431 ** CU2Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on King 
Ladislaus 2f orange, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree angle, full 
OG, NH, VF, this stamp is one of just 3 in existence, expertized by 
Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000 

2,500

432 ** CU2Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on King 
Ladislaus 2f orange, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree angle, full 
OG, NH, VF, only 3 stamps exist, all are offered here, expertized by 
G. von Steiden and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500
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433   435

433 ** CU2TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on King Ladis-
laus 2f orange, horizontal tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted 
surcharge, types 5/4 under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and 
extremely rare, only two pairs possible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. CZK350,000

4,000

434 ** CU3 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on J. Hun-
yadi 4f brown, 4 stamps representing surcharge types 2-5 under 28 de-
gree angle, full OG, NH, VF, properly expertized, C.v. CZK24,000 

300

435 ** CU3Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on J. 
Hunyadi 4f brown, surcharge type 5 (dot inside ''sh'') under 28 de-
gree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps were 
produced, expertized by G. von Steiden, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

436   439   440

436 ** CU3Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on J. 
Hunyadi 4f brown, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree angle, full OG, 
NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps exist, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000 

2,500

437 * CU3Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on J. Hun-
yadi 4f brown, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree angle, full OG, LH, VF, 
one of three issued stamps, all offered here, expertized by G. von Steiden 
and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK250,000 as never hinged

1,500

438 **/* CU4 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on Francis 
II Rakoczy 8f dark green, 5 stamps representing surcharge types 1-5 un-
der 28 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (1), VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
Dr. Sevke and others, C.v. CZK18,000

250

439 ** CU4Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on 
Francis II Rakoczy 8f dark green, surcharge type 5 (dot inside ''sh'') 
under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, one of 
three stamps were produced, expertized by G. von Steiden and Dr. 
Sevke, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

440 ** CU4Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on 
Francis II Rakoczy 8f dark green, surcharge type 5 under 28 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps 
exist, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000 

2,500

441 ** CU5 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on Count 
Hadik 10f brown, 5 stamps representing surcharge types 1-5 under 28 
degree angle, one stamp with minor gum soiling, full OG, NH, VF, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK18,000

250
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442   443   445

442 ** CU5Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on 
Count Hadik 10f brown, surcharge type 4 under 28 degree angle, 
full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps were produced, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000 

2,500

443 ** CU5Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on 
Count Hadik 10f brown, surcharge type 5 (dot inside ''sh'') under 
28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps 
possible, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

444 **/* CU6 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on A. Gor-
gei 12f emerald, 5 stamps representing surcharge types 1-5 under 28 
degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (1), VF and rare group, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha, G. von Steiden and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK63,000

750

445 ** CU6Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on A. 
Gorgey 12f emerald, surcharge type 4 under 28 degree angle, full 
OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps exist, expertized by 
Dr. Sevke and Hrabar, C.v. CZK250,000 

2,500

446   448   449   450

446 ** CU6Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on A. 
Gorgey 12f emerald, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree angle, full 
OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, this stamp is one of just three pro-
duced, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

447 **/* CU7 1945, red surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on Virgin 
Mary 18f gray, 5 stamps representing surcharge types 1-5 under 28 
degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (1), VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. 
Sevke, C.v. CZK27,000 

350

448 ** CU7Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on Virgin 
Mary 18f gray, surcharge type 4 under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, 
VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps printed, all will be offered 
here, expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. CZK250,000=US$11,350

2,500

449 ** CU7Pp 1945, inverted red surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on Virgin 
Mary 18f gray, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, 
VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps were printed, expertized by 
Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000 

2,500

450 ** CU7Pp 
var

1945, inverted red surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' (without 
an accent over ''C'') on Virgin Mary 18f gray, surcharge type 5 under 
28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and unique stamp, expertized by 
Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000++ 

2,500
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451 **/* CU8 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on St. 
Stephen's Crown 20f red brown, 4 stamps representing surcharge types 
2-5 under 28 degree angle, the last one with slight gum foxing (counted 
as hinged), full OG, NH, VF and rare group, expertized by Dr. Blaha and 
Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK49,000

600

452   453   454

452 ** CU8Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on St. 
Stephen's Crown 20f red brown, surcharge type 2 under 28 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps exist, ex-
pertized by G. von Steiden, Hrabar and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

453 ** CU8Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on St. 
Stephen's Crown 20f red brown, surcharge type 4 under 28 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, one of three stamps 
printed (all offered here), expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, 
C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

454 ** CU8Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on St. 
Stephen's Crown 20f red brown, surcharge type 5 (dot in ''sh'') under 
28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 stamps 
were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

455 **/* CU9 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on St. 
Stephen's Crown 30f bright carmine, 5 stamps representing five exist-
ing surcharge types under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (1), VF, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK24,700

300

456   457   458

456 ** CU9Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' over-
print on St. Stephen's Crown 30f bright carmine, surcharge type 3 
under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 3 
stamps were printed, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

457 ** CU9Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' over-
print on St. Stephen's Crown 30f bright carmine, surcharge type 4 
under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, one of 
three existed stamps, expertized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. 
CZK250,000

2,500

458 ** CU9Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' over-
print on St. Stephen's Crown 30f bright carmine, surcharge type 5 
(dot in ''sh'') under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely 
rare, only 3 stamps were produced and all offered here, expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

459 **/* CU10 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on E. Szi-
lagyi 30f brown red, 5 stamps representing all existing surcharge types 
under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH or LH (1), VF and rare group, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha and Dr. Sevke, C.v. CZK63,000

750
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460   461   462

460 ** CU10Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' over-
print on E. Szilagyi 30f brown red, surcharge type 5 (dot in ''sh'') 
under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, only 
3 stamps were printed, expertized by Hrabar and Dr. Sevke, C.v. 
CZK250,000

2,500

461 ** CU10Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' over-
print on E. Szilagyi 30f brown red, surcharge type 5 under 28 degree 
angle, full OG, NH, VF, one of three produced stamps, expertized by 
Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000 

2,500

462 * CU10TB 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on E. Szilagyi 
30f brown red, horizontal tete-beche pair, right stamp has inverted 
surcharge, types 5/4 under 28 degree angle, full OG, VLH (perf re-
inforcement), VF and extremely rare, one of just two produced tete-
beche pairs, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK350,000 for NH pair

3,000

463 **/* CU11 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on S. 
Lorantffy 70f deep orange, 2 stamps representing surcharge types 4 and 
5 under 28 degree angle, full OG, NH or VLH (type 4), VF, expertized by 
Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK21,000 

250

464   465

464 ** CU11Pp 1945, inverted black surcharge ''2.00'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' over-
print on S. Lorantffy 30f deep orange, surcharge type 5 under 28 
degree angle, full OG, NH, VF and extremely rare, one of just three 
existed stamps, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK250,000

2,500

465 * CU11TB 1945, black surcharge ''2.00'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' on S. Lorant-
ffy 30f deep orange, horizontal tete-beche pair, right stamp has in-
verted surcharge, types 5/4 under 28 degree angle, full OG, VLH 
(perf reinforcement), VF and extremely rare, one of just two existed 
pairs, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK350,000 for NH pair

3,000

466 **/* CU12 1945, black surcharge ''60'' over black ''ČSP. 1944'' overprint on Kos-
suth issue 4f yellow brown, 3 stamps representing surcharge types 1 x2 
and 2 under 28 degree angle, the last one has missing ''U'' of ''Ukraine'', 
full OG, NH or LH (1), VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK35,000++

400

467 **/* CU1/9 Balance of the Uzhgorod Surcharges over Chust overprints 1945, 
7 values with black surcharges ''60'' over black overprints ''ČSP. 1944'' 
on 1f gray, 2f orange x2, 8f dark green x2, 10f brown and Crown 30f 
carmine, all surcharge types shown, full OG, NH or LH (1), VF, experts' 
signs on reverse, C.v. CZK32,600

250
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468 F Reference Materials and Forgeries of the Uzhgorod Issues 1945, 
162 different forged stamps, including overprints without new values 
made by rubber or metal plates, surcharged forgeries made in Uzhgorod 
(1966), in Budapest (1995) and in Hradec Kralove (1968), including two 
forgeries of Chust overprints and a few not identified items, arranged on 
pages from the Collection and on a stockcard, generally fresh and VF, 
Est. $300-$400 (website photo)

150

UZHGOROD 1ST AND 2ND ISSUES POSTAL HISTORY ITEMS

469 * U1, 
U25-26, 
U38-39

1945, registered cover sent in Uzhgorod, franked by black surcharge 
(1st issue, type 6, von Steiden type III) ''40'' on 2f orange along with 
four other stamps of the 2nd issue, tied by Uzhgorod circular mark-
ing, VF and extremely rare, stamp No.U1 priced with ''-'' in Majer 
Cat., Georg von Steiden Cat. #35, €4,000++ (illustrated on page 45)

1,000

470 * U2, U33, 
U48

1945 (April 10), 3 surcharged values, ''40''/8f (1st issue, type 7, von 
Steiden type I), and two of the 2nd issue ''40''/12f and ''60''/12f, used on 
registered postcard sent in Uzhgorod, tied by black circular markings, 
boxed date stamp is alongside, VF and scarce franking, C.v. CZK33,400, 
Est. $600-$700

300

471 * U2, Uf47 
I, U47

1945 (March 2), 4 surcharged values, including ''40''/8f (1st issue), 
Check stamp ''40''/20f and vertical pair of ''60''/10f (2nd issue), used 
on cover from Chust to Hungary, cancelled by circular violet marking, 
manuscript date at the bottom, mostly VF and rare combination frank-
ing, Est. $1,000-$1,200

500

472 * U3, U42 1945, postcard to Hungary, franked by ''40''/10f (1st issue, type 6, von 
Steiden type III) and ''60''/3f (2nd issue), manuscript cancellation ''Bilok 
27.II.45'' in blue ink, two- line boxed censorship marking, mostly VF and 
very scarce, C.v. CZK23,000=US$1,050, this card illustrated twice in 
Georg von Steiden Cat. on pages 48 and 159, Est. $500-$600

250

473 * U3, U97 1945 (April 2), postcard to Hungary, franked by ''40''/10f (1st issue, type 
4, von Steiden type III) and ''60'' on Christmas stamp of 4f green, Bilok 
manuscript cancellation in blue ink, two-line boxed censorship marking 
in violet, mostly VF and scarce, expertized by J. Bulat and G. von Stei-
den, Est. $300-$400

150

474 * U5, U58-
59

1945, three stamps, including black surcharge ''60''/20f (1st issue, type 
2, von Steiden type II) and two 2nd issue surcharges, used on registered 
cover in Uzhgorod, tied by black circular marking, VF and rare, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, illustrated on page71 of the Georg von Steiden Cat. 
#69, €1,250++, Est. $600-$800

300
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475 * U6 x3, 
U107

1945, three stamps with black surcharge (1st issue) ''60''/24f, including 
vertical pair (types 9/10, von Steiden type IV/IV) and a single (type 6, 
von Steiden type III) together with 2nd issue surcharge on Postage Due 
''20''/10f, used on cover from Sevlush to Budapest, violet cancellation on 
front and boxed censorship on reverse, VF, Est. $1,200-$1,500

600

476 * U9 1945 (August 27), black surcharge ''60'' on 30f deep orange, surcharge 
of the 1st issue, type 1, von Steiden type IIIa (without ''a''), used on cov-
er from Uzhgorod to Zhornava, cancelled by circular marking in black, 
boxed date stamp is alongside, light vertical fold, still VF and scarce solo 
franking, Majer Cat. has no value for scarce types, Georg von Steiden 
Cat. #72, €1,000, Est. $400- $500

200

477 * U13, U82 1945 (March 20), registered FDC sent in Uzhgorod, surcharges ''2.00'' on 
Churches stamps of 80f bister brown and 70f green, first one of the 1st 
issue (type 2, von Steiden type II), other one from the 2nd issue, tied by 
circular Uzhgorod postal markings, boxed date stamp is alongside, VF 
and very rare franking, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK66,000++, G. 
von Steiden C.v. €4,000++, Est. $1,500-$2,000

750

478 * U13 1945 (April 10), black surcharge ''2.00'' (1st issue, type 2, von Steiden 
type II) on Church issue 80f bister brown, used on registered cover in 
Uzhgorod, tied by black circular marking, boxed date stamp is alongside, 
VF and rare franking, illustrated on page 31 of the Georg von Steiden 
Cat. #10, €4,000, Est. $1,500-$2,000

750

479 * U17, U51, 
U93

1945 (April 10), registered postcard sent in Uzhgorod, franked by 3 val-
ues, including black surcharge ''40'' (1st issue, type 2, von Steiden type 
II) on Kossuth issue 4f yellow brown, and two surcharges of the 2nd is-
sue, cancelled by black circular marking, boxed date stamp is alongside, 
VF and rare, C.v. CZK48,850, G. von Steiden Cat. #63, €2,250++, Est. 
$1,000-$1,200

500

480 * U18, 
Uf46 I

1945 (April 12), surcharges ''1.00'' on Kossuth 50f (1st issue, type 5, von 
Steiden type Ib) and ''40'' on Check stamp 10f (type I), used on registered 
cover in Uzhgorod, tied by black circular marking with boxed date stamp 
alongside, mounted on page from the Collection, VF and rare, expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, Majer Cat. doesn't reflect types rarity, illustrated on page 
69 of the Georg von Steiden Cat. #66, €2,500++, Est. $1,200-$1,500

600

481 * U19, 
U105, 
U111-12

1945 (April 10), 4 Postage Due stamps, including ''10''/2f (1st issue, type 
5, von Steiden type Ib), plus 2nd issue ''10''/3f, ''60''/4f and ''60''/6f, 
used on registered postcard in Uzhgorod, boxed date stamp in black, VF 
and scarce, C.v. CZK21,000 (no premium for rare surcharge type), Georg 
von Steiden Cat. #P1, €1,250++, Est. $500-$600

250

482 * Uf13 1945 (March 14), black surcharge ''4.00'' (type 3, von Steiden type Ia) 
on Duty stamp of 2p lilac carmine on gray and rose network, used on 
cover in Pidhoriany, tied by black circular marking with date endorsed 
by pencil, mostly VF and rare franking, no price in the Cat., expertized 
by Dr. Blaha, Est. $600-$800

300

483 * Uf33-35 1945 (August 18), three black surcharges on fiscal stamps ''10''/5f, 
''20''/10f and ''40''/20f (both parts), used on cover in Rosvyhivo, black 
circular marking with endorsed date in blue, mostly VF, expertized by 
Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK47,400, Est. $500-$600

250

484 * Uf47 I, II 1945, cover from Shalanky to Ujpest (Budapest), franked by 5 sur-
charge ''40'' on Check stamps of 20f blue, including two vertical 
pairs, one of them with error ''Zakarpags'ka'' (type II, position 5), 
tied by circular marking, mostly VF and unique franking, priced 
with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. $2,000-$2,500

1,000

485 * Uf47 I, 
CU1, 
CU4-5, 
CU9

1945, stationery postcard ''-.40'' on 18f green sent in Uzhgorod, uprated 
by Check stamp ''40''/20f and 4 surcharges ''60'' over Chust ''ČSP. 1944'' 
overprint on 1f, 8f, 10f and 30f, tied by violet Uzhgorod 2 markings, VF 
and rare franking, C.v. is about CZK40,000, Est. $1,000- $1,200

500
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486 * Uf48 II, 
U49, U92

1945 (March 20), surcharge ''60'' on Check stamp of 50f (type II, 
Zakarpags'ka) used on registered cover in Uzhgorod together with 
two surcharged values of the 2nd issue, cancelled by circular mark-
ing in black, boxed date stamp is alongside, VF, the only known cov-
er bearing No.Uf48 II, expertized by Dr. Blaha, Est. $3,000- $4,000

1,500

487 * U25, 
U36, 
U55Pp

1945 (June 14), registered cover sent in Uzhgorod bearing 5 stamps 
franking, including 2nd issue surcharges ''10''/1f gray, ''40''/20f ol-
ive and inverted surcharge ''60'' on 24f violet, tied by black circular 
markings, boxed date stamp is alongside, VF and probably unique 
franking, only 10 these inverts were produced, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha, Majer Cat. has no price for stamp on cover, Georg von Stei-
den Cat. #54.II, €5,000++, Est. $2,500-$3,000

1,200

488 * U41, U74 1945 (May 9), two surcharged values - red ''60'' on M. Toldi 3f ultra 
(20 stamps printed, priced on correspondence with ''-'') and black 
''40'' on Szechenyi stamp of 10f olive green uprated stationery card 
''40''/18f dark green (No. Ud3) sent by registered mail in Uzhgorod, 
circular black postal markings, boxed dater and censorship, VF and 
with high probability unique card, Est. $2,000-$2,500

1,000

489 * U42, U49, 
U54

1945 (April 10), three stamps with black surcharge ''60'' on Crown 3f 
and 16f, St. Stephan 24f, all are from the 2nd issue, used on registered 
cover in Uzhgorod, tied by black marking and with boxed dater, VF and 
scarce franking, C.v. CZK70,000++, Est. $800-$1,000

400

490 * U43 1945, registered cover sent in Uzhgorod, franked on reverse by 3 stamps 
with 2nd issue surcharge ''60'' on Hunyadi 4f brown, including vertical 
pair of types 5 (top) and 4 (bottom), which is very unusual (normal type 
combinations are 4/5 or 5/1), appropriate cancellations, censorship 
marking and unclear ds on front, VF and rare, Est. $400-$500

200

491 * U43 1945 (May 16), black surcharge ''60'' (2nd issue) on 4f brown, vertical 
strip of three, types 1-3, used on registered cover in Uzhgorod, tied by 
circular markings in black, boxed two-line censorship in violet and date 
stamp in black is alongside, mostly VF and scarce franking by strip of 
three, illustrated in the Majer Cat. on page 61, Est. $500-$600

250

492 * U43, U48 1945, two surcharges of the 2nd issue, ''60'' on Hunyadi 4f brown on 
cover front from Perechyn, and ''60'' on Gorgey 12f emerald on cover 
from Berehovo, both addressed to Uzhgorod, appropriate circular can-
cellations, the last one with ''7.IV.945'' date endorsement, both arranged 
on page from the Collection, mostly VF, Est. $200-$250 (website photo)

100

493 * U44, U46 1945 (June 14), registered cover sent in Uzhgorod, franked by three 
stamps, including two surcharges (2nd issue) ''60'' on 5f vermilion and 
on 8f dark green, cancelled by black circular markings, boxed date 
stamp is alongside, VF, expertized by J. Bulat, C.v. about CZK7,000

100
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494 * U44, 
U46-47

1945 (April 10), 3 surcharges ''60'' of the 2nd issue on 5f vermilion, 8f 
dark green and 10f brown, used on registered cover in Uzhgorod, can-
celled by black circular postal markings along with boxed date stamp, 
VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK7,000++

100

495 * U46, U60 1945, two surcharges ''60'' of the 2nd issue on 8f dark green and Crown 
30f carmine, used on cover from Uzhgorod to Rakhiv, tied by black cir-
cular postal marking, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha 

100

496 * U47, 
U109

1945 (April 21), Hungarian postcard sent from Chynadiiovo to Szeged, 
franked by two 2nd issue surcharges, including surcharge ''40'' on Post-
age Due stamp of 20f, cancelled by violet postmark with endorsed date, 
boxed censorship in violet, mostly VF and very scarce, C.v. CZK27,000++, 
Est. $1,000-$1,200

500

497 * U50-51, 
U55

1945 (March 10), three surcharged values of the 2nd issue, red and black 
surcharges ''60'' on 18f gray and black surcharge ''60'' of 24f violet, used 
on registered cover in Uzhgorod, black cancellations and date stamp, 
VF and rare franking, only 20 stamps with black surcharge ''60''/18f 
were printed, the Majer Cat. priced with ''-'', G. von Steiden Cat. #52.II. 
€2,500++, Est. $1,200-$1,500

600

498 * U51 1945, cover from Mukačevo to Uzhgorod, franked by 2nd issue red sur-
charge ''60'' on 18f gray, tied by violet postal marking, boxed censorship 
hs on the back, minor cover paper discoloration at right, still F/VF, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha 

75

499 * U52, 
CU7Pp

1945 (June 14), inverted red surcharge ''60'' over black overprint 
''ČSP. 1944'' on Virgin Mary 18f gray, used together with two other 
values on registered cover in Uzhgorod, tied by black circular mark-
ings with boxed date stamp alongside, VF and definitely unique 
cover, only 3 stamps were produced, two singles are offered here, 
no price in the Majer Cat., Georg von Steiden #H77, €10,000, Est. 
$8,000-$10,000

4,000

500 * U60 1945, cover from Berehovo to Mukačevo, franked by black surcharge 
''60'' on St. Stephan's Crown 30f carmine, 2nd issue, tied by boxed letter 
''d'' cancellation in violet, VF and interesting solo franking, expertized 
by Dr. Blaha 

100

501 * U61, 
U102

1945 (March 20), registered FDC sent in Uzhgorod, franked by two 
2nd issue surcharges - red ''2.00''/50f and black ''2.00'' on Red Cross 
50+50f, tied by circular Uzhgorod markings, boxed date stamp is 
alongside, VF and rare franking, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. about 
CZK51,000=US$2,300, Est. $1,200-$1,500

600

502 * U62 1945 (June 14), black surcharge ''1.40'' on 70f deep orange, used to-
gether with Star stamp of ''40'' green on registered cover in Uzhgorod, 
tied by black circular postal marking, date stamp is along side, VF and 
rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK45,000, Est. $1,000- $1,200

500

503 * U65, U68 1945 (March 20), First Day cover sent in Uzhgorod, bearing red sur-
charge ''2.00'' on Crown 50f and black surcharge ''2.00'' on I. Zrinyi 
80f, both issued on March 20, tied by black circular cancellation, 
boxed date stamp is alongside, mostly VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. 
CZK14,500++, Est. $400-$500

200

504 * U66 1945 (June 14), black surcharge ''2.00'' (2nd issue) on Lorantffy 70f deep 
orange, used on cover in Uzhgorod, cancelled by black circular marking, 
boxed date stamp is alongside, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, presented 
on page from the Collection, C.v. CZK7,600 Est. $300-$400

150

505 * U67, U79, 
U91

1945 (March 20), registered FDC sent in Uzhgorod, franked by 3 sur-
charged stamps of the 2nd issue, ''2.00'' on Crown 80f, ''60'' on Church 
30f and ''1.40'' on War Relief 70+8f, tied by circular Uzhgorod postal 
markings, boxed date stamp is alongside, VF and rare franking, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. over CZK63,000, Est. $1,200-$1,500

600
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506 * U69 1945 (April 10), black surcharge ''2.00'' (2nd issue) on Crown 1p green, 
used on registered cover in Uzhgorod, black circular marking and boxed 
date stamp, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK8,000++ 

100

507 * U72 1945 (March 20), black surcharge (type 5) ''4.00'' on Admiral Horthy 
2p brown and buff, used on cover sent in Uzhgorod, circular marking 
in black and boxed date stamp is alongside, VF and nice solo franking, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK9,600 (illustrated on page 141), Georg 
von Steiden Cat #12.II, €500

150

508 * U74-76 1945 (March 20), registered FDC sent in Uzhgorod, franked by three sur-
charged stamps of Szechenyi issue ''40''/10f, ''60''/16f and ''1.00''/20f, 
tied by black circular postal markings, boxed date stamp is alongside, 
VF and rare franking, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK54,600++, Est. 
$1,000-$1,200

500

509 * U77 1945 (June 14), two stamps, including black surcharge ''1.40'' (2nd is-
sue, type 5) on Chain Bridge 32f orange, used on registered cover in 
Uzhgorod, tied by circular cancellation with boxed date stamp alongside, 
VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK27,000++, Est. $500-$600

250

510 * U78 1945 (June 14), registered cover sent in Uzhgorod, franked by black 2nd 
issue surcharge ''2.00'' on Mercury 40f dark blue, tied by black circular 
marking, boxed date stamp is alongside, VF and scarce solo franking, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v.CZK26,000++, illustrated on page 39 of the 
Georg von Steiden Cat. #18.II, €1,000, Est. $500-$600

250

511 * U82 1945 (April 10), black surcharge ''2.00'' (2nd issue) on Church 70f green, 
used on registered cover from Uzhgorod to Hungary, black circular can-
cellation and boxed date stamp, VF and scarce, C.v. CZK36,000, Est. 
$500-$600 

250

512 * U97-99 1945 (March 20), black surcharges ''60'' (2nd issue) on Christmas 
stamps of 4f, 20f and 30f, first one with surcharge strongly shifted to the 
top, complete set of three, used on registered FDC in Uzhgorod, black 
circular cancellations and boxed date stamp, VF and scarce franking, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK14,600++, Est. $500-$600

250

513 * U98 1945 (June 5), cover from Korolevo to Uzhgorod, franked by two stamps, 
including surcharge ''60'' on Christmas stamp of 20f blue, tied by violet 
postmark with endorsed date, VF, C.v. CZK6,000++, Est. $300-$400 

150

514 * U104, 
CU10, 
CU12

1945 (April 12), registered cover sent in Uzhgorod, franked by 3 
surcharged values, including ''10'' on Postage Due 2f and two ''60'' 
over Chust overprint ''ČSP. 1944'' on 30f brown red and Kossuth 
4f yellow brown, black circular markings and boxed date stamp 
alongside, VF and very rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. over 
CZK66,000=US$3,000, Est. $2,000-$2,500

1,000

515 * U106, 
U107x2, 
U108, 
U113

1945 (April 10), five 2nd issue surcharges on Postage Due stamps, 
including ''20''/8f, ''20''/10f x2, ''30''/12f and ''60''/16, used on 
registered postcard in Uzhgorod, cancelled by black circular mark-
ings, boxed date stamp is alongside, VF, very rare franking, only 13 
stamps of ''30''/12f were produced, priced in the Cat. with ''-'', this 
card illustrated on page 90 of the Georg von Steiden Cat. #P5.II, 
€8,000++, Est. $3,000-$4,000

1,500

516 * CU1, 
CU4-5, 
CU7, CU9

1945 (March 20), registered FDC sent in Uzhgorod, franked by five 
surcharges ''60'' over Chust overprint ''ČSP. 1944'' on 1f, 8f, 10f ,18f, 
and Crown 30f respectively, cancelled by circular Uzhgorod postmarks, 
boxed date stamp is alongside, VF and scarce, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
C.v. about CZK46,000, Est. $1,000-$1,200

500

517 * CU7-9 1945 (April 12), registered cover sent in Uzhgorod, franked by one red 
and two black surcharges ''60'' over black overprint ''ČSP. 1944'' on 18f, 
20f and Crown 30f respectively, tied by circular Uzhgorod markings, 
boxed date stamp is alongside, VF and rare franking, expertized by Dr. 
Blaha, C.v. about CZK60,000, Est. $1,200-$1,500

600
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518 * U38, U51, 
U59, 
U97-99

3 First Day Covers 1945, 2nd issue surcharges franking on covers from 
Uzhgorod to Hungary (February 27), from Syvlyush to Uzhgorod (March 
1) and locally in Uzhgorod (March 20), the last one is bearing complete 
Christmas set of surcharges ''60'' on 4f, 20f and 30f, appropriate can-
cellations, arranged on one and a half of Collection pages, mostly VF, 
expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. about CZK19,000 (website photo)

350

SOVIET DEFINITIVE ISSUES - 1ST ISSUE
519 P 1945, Soldier and Soviet Star with text Zakarpats'ka Ukraina, three die 

essays of not approved design by artist A. Dabej, no value indicated 
in blue or black, approximate size 32x32mm, two printed on yellow-
ish paper, one with gum, and on red thin cardboard, nice and fresh, 
mounted on part of page from the Collection, VF and probably unique, 
Est. $1,000-$1,200

500

520 P 1+3 1945, Soldiers and Flags, Fist with broken Chain, compound essay of 
two designs close to issued stamps, no value indicated in black, printed 
on lilac rose cardboard, size of the card 85x50mm, fresh, VF and very 
rare, Est. $800-$1,000 

400

521 P 1 1945, Soldier and Soviet Flag with text ''Poshta. Zakarpats'ka Ukraina'', 
two proofs printed from preparatory plates of ''60'' in black on blue thin 
cardboard or yellow paper, the first one signed by T. Merten (illustrated 
on page 72 of the Catalog), no gum as produced, VF, Est. $400-$500

200

522 P 1 1945, Soldier and Soviet Flag with text ''Poshta. Zakarpats'ka Ukraina'', 
three plate proofs from finished plates of ''60'' in black, types I and II, 
printed on yellowish ordinary or thinned paper, the last one has several 
pinholes, VF and scarce proofs by artist T. Moskovic, Est. $300-$400

150

523 P 2 1945, Broken Chain, original watercolor essay on thin cardboard, by art-
ist T. Moskovic, size 195x90mm, as well as first and second die essays 
of proposed design in black, two of each, printed on colored paper with 
no value indicated (1st essays) or on white paper with value ''100'' (2nd 
essays), all with text ''Zakarpats'ka Ukraina. Poshta'', housed on a page 
from the Collection, VF and unique assemblage, Est. $1,500-$2,000

750

524 P 2 1945, Broken Chain, 14 plate proofs (12 imperf and 2 perf) with 
value of ''100'', finished design in black or dark blue, printed on thin 
cardboard, back side of a booklet or various colored paper, three 
with double impression, two positional items with ''Star'' labels at 
right or at the bottom, arranged on page from the Collection, VF 
and unique group, Est. $2,000-$2,500

1,000

525 P 3 1945, Fist with Broken Chain, imperforate die proof of ''200'' in blue 
and red, fitted to stamp size with printer's angles at corners, printed on 
white paper, VF and the only die proof of this stamp, Est. $300-$400 

150

526 P 3 1945, Fist with Broken Chain, imperforate plate proofs of ''200'' in dark 
brown, two horizontal pairs, one with ''Star'' label at right, printed on 
front part of a booklet (gray background presented) or ordinary paper, 
no gum as produced, VF and scarce, Est. $400-$500

200

527 ** 3N, var 1945, Fist with Broken Chain, ''200'' indigo and red, three imperforate 
items, bottom margin pairs with strong color misregistration, triple im-
pression (one inverted) of fist (red color) with another pair printed on 
reverse and a normal pair, no gum as produced, NH, VF, Est. $200-$250

100

528 **  1-3, 1N-
3N, var

Intact Collection of the First Soviet issue on Original Pages 
1945, almost 200 perforated and imperforate stamps, all in blocks or 
positional pieces with ''Star'' labels, including both types of ''60'' red with 
nice shades varieties, printing freaks of ''100'' with colors in dark blue 
or indigo, two blocks imperforate vertically of ''200'' plus unique imper-
forate block of 20, in addition 2 appropriately franked postcards and 
many more, perfect quality material, full OG or no gum as issued, ap-
parently all are NH, VF, C.v. is close to CZK260,000=US$11,800, Est. 
$3,000-$4,000

1,500
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Lot Cat. # Description Est $

SECOND SOVIET ISSUE
529 P 1945, drawn essay of the Soviet Star and mirrored text ''Zakarpats'ka 

Ukraina. Poshta'', no value indicated, black ink on thin card, size 
18x23mm, signed by artist A. Dabej on reverse, VF and reportedly 
unique, Est. $300-$400 

150

530 P  NV4, 
NV4a-6a

1945, Soviet Star, perforated and imperforate proofs of ''10'', ''20'' and 
''40'', including perforated block of four (''10'') and imperforate singles 
of all values (''10'' x2), printed on reverse side of a booklet, no gum as 
produced, NH, VF and rare group, three of five items illustrated on page 
80 of the Cat., Est. $500-$600

250

531 P  ZT4 1945, Soviet Star, plate proofs of ''10'' in ocher yellow, imperforate side 
margin block of six (3x2) and block of four, printed on reverse of yellow-
ish or pink booklets, no gum as produced, NH, VF and rare, these items 
are shown on page 80 of the Cat., Est. $400-$500

200

532 **  4-9, 4N-
9N, var

Intact Collection of the Second Soviet issue on Original Pages 
1945, about 900 mint stamps and 3 covers, representing altogether 
82 perforated and 38 imperforate sets, some singles and pairs, but 
generally strips and blocks of four or larger, including 52 items with 
control markings, color shades and perforation errors, excellent 
quality material, apparently all with full OG and NH, VF and perfect-
ly presented unit, C.v. CZK769,000=US$34,950, Est. $4,000-$6,000

2,000

533 P  1-3, 4/9 Artists' Signatures on the 1st and 2nd Soviet Issues 1945, Soldier, 
Broken Chain and Fist, 5 items, including positional singles with labels, 
gutter pair and block of three plus label, each one signed by T. Moskovic; 
Soviet Star in single, pairs, blocks and gutter-blocks of four signed by A. 
Dabej or A. Kocka, the total is 14 items, all arranged on pages from the 
Collection, VF and rare assemblage, Est. $500-$600

250

534 **  NV8-9 Unissued stamps of the Second issue 1945, Soviet Star ''100'' in red 
brown and dark red, ''200'' in deep blue and red, 48 stamps, including 
20 perforated of ''100'', 28 of ''200'', including imperforate block of four, 
8 strips of three (all in blocks) and a pair imperforate between stamps, 
nice offsets and value shifts, full OG, NH, VF and a gorgeous unit, full 
OG, NH, VF and rare, C.v. CZK155,000=US$7,050, Est. $1,500-$2,000

750

THIRD SOVIET ISSUE
535 P 10 1945, Soviet Star with ''19 45'' at the bottom, die proof of ''10'' in black, 

printed on colored yellow thin cardboard and fitted to stamp size, VF and 
reportedly unique, Est. $200-$250 

100

536 P 10-11 1945, Soviet Star with ''19 45'' at the bottom, perforated and imperforate 
plate proofs of ''10'' in yellow and ''20'' in gray, all are in horizontal pairs 
printed on yellow paper, perf ''10'' with full OG, others without gum, as 
produced, NH, VF, Est. $300-$400

150

537 **  10-11, 
10N-11N

Intact Collection of the Third Soviet issue on Original Pages
 1945, 190 perforated and imperforate stamps and 3 covers or cards, 
generally strips and blocks of four or larger, nice positional pieces 
with control markings, the total is 52 perforated and 16 imperfo-
rate sets, color shades, printing or perf varieties, full OG, apparent-
ly all are NH, VF, C.v. CZK247,000=US $11,200, Est. $2,000-$2,500

1,000

SOVIET ISSUES POSTAL HISTORY ITEMS
538 * 1k N 1945 (May 1), First Day cover sent in Uzhgorod, franked by Soldier ''60'' 

deep red, imperforate single with Star label at right, black circular postal 
marking with boxed date stamp and violet two-line censorship is along-
side, VF and scarce, C.v. CZK12,000++, Est. $500-$600

250

539 * 1, 1N 1945 (May 1), First Day registered cover sent in Uzhgorod, franked by 
Soldier ''60'' red, perforated of type I and imperforate pair of types I and 
II, cancelled with black circular postal markings, boxed date stamp and 
violet two-line censorship are alongside, VF and rare, Est. $600-$700

300
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Lot Cat. # Description Est $

540 * 1N 1945, Soldier and Soviet Flag, imperforate ''60'' red with Star label and 
control ''1'' at left, type 1, used on cover in Uzhgorod, tied by violet cir-
cular marking Uzhgorod 2, VF and very rare, expertized by Dr. Blaha, 
Est. $400-$500 

200

541 * 1, 1N, 
1a N

1945 (May 23), Soldier ''60'' in light or deep red, perforated and two 
imperforate singles used on registered cover in Uzhgorod, cancelled by 
black postal markings with boxed dater, VF and scarce, Est. $400-$500 

200

542 * 1-2, 4 1945 (June 14), Soldier ''60'' red, Broken Chain ''100'' blue together with 
horizontal pair of ''10'' yellow used on registered cover in Uzhgorod, can-
celled by circular postal markings with boxed date stamp is alongside, 
VF, Est. $200-$250 

100

543 * Uf51, 1-2 1945, registered cover from Horinchovo to Rakhiv, franked by two 
stamps of Soldier ''60'' red, Broken Chain ''100'' dark blue with black 
surcharge ''40'' (at left) on Check stamp of 10f vermilion, tied by vio-
let circular postal markings, printed registered label, VF and rare, this 
cover is shown on page 99 of the Georg von Steiden Cat., Est. $600-$700

300

544 * 2 1945, Broken Chain ''100'' in dark blue used on postcard from Velykyi 
Bychkiv to Brno, two-line boxed censorship marking in violet, mounted 
on a part of part of the Collection, F/VF, Est. $200-$250 

100

545 * 2 1945, cover from Palanok (Mukačevo) to Hungary, franked by horizontal 
perforated pair of Broken Chain ''100'', representing left stamp in pale 
blue, while right one in dark blue, violet boxed censorship marking on 
reverse, minor cover tear at top, stamps are not affected, VF and scarce, 
Est. $200-$250

100

546 * 2, 5, 7 1945 (August 15), two stamps of Broken Chain ''100'' black blue and 
Star stamps of ''20'' light blue and ''60'' red, used on cover from Vylok 
to Uzhgorod, violet circular postal markings with endorsed date, mostly 
VF, Est. $300 -$400 

150

547 * 2, 11 1945, registered cover from Kvasy to Uzhgorod, franked by two stamps 
of Broken Chain ''100'' dark blue, each one with Star label at left and a 
single of ''20'' gray from the 3rd issue, violet circular postal markings, 
boxed censorship in black on reverse, mounted on page from the Collec-
tion, VF, Est. $400-$500

200

548 * 3 1945 (September 7), Fist with Broken Chain, ''200'' dark blue and red 
cancelled by violet circular postal marking on cover from Chynadiiovo 
to Liberec, boxed two-line censorship hs on reverse, light vertical fold, 
still F/VF 

100

549 U 3 1945 (July 10), Fist with Broken Chain, ''200'' dark blue and red, perfo-
rated single used on a piece with nice Uhlya bilingual marking, dater is 
above, VF and scarce 

75

550 * 3, 7 1945 (June 10), two similar registered covers from Rakoshyno to 
Mukačevo, both franked by Fist stamp of ''200'' and Star stamp of ''60'', 
first one has Fist stamp imperforate vertically, tied boxed markings in 
red with straight line date is alongside, VF

200

551 * Mv3 1945, Fist with Broken Chain, ''200'' blue black and red in horizon-
tal pair with Star label in the middle, used on cover from Berehove to 
Mukačevo, tied by boxed postal marking in red, VF, C.v. CZK12,500 

150

552 * U51, U60, 
3

1945 (June 11), two covers bearing mixed franking by Uzhgorod sur-
charges ''60''/18f (red) or Crown ''60''/30f and Fist ''200'', sent in Uzh-
gorod by registered mail, each one with boxed dater and censorship, VF, 
mounted on two pages from the Collection, VF, Est. $400-$500

200

553 * 4 1945 (June 26), court notice from Siljce to Irshava District Court, franked 
by Star stamp of ''10'' yellow, black ink manuscript cancellation, VF and 
very scarce, Est. $300- $400 

150
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554 * 4 1945, two official notices addressed to Chornoholova Volost People Com-
mittee, franked by Star stamp of ''10'' yellow, originated from Uzhgorod 
(July 18) or Velykyi Bereznyi (October 20), each one has Chornoholova 
arrival postal markings with date endorsed, VF and very scarce, usually 
such items came without receivers, Est. $300-$400

150

555 * 4-6 1945, stationery postcard ''-.40'' on 18f black on rose paper (No. Ud20 I), 
uprated by three Star stamps of ''10'', ''20'' and ''30'', sent from Chynadi-
iovo to Czechoslovakia, VF and scarce, C.v. CZK9,000 

150

556 * 4, 7 1945 (August 20), stationery postcard ''-.40'' in black on green paper (No. 
Ud21) uprated with two Star stamps of ''10'' yellow and ''60'' red, tied by 
violet postal marking with endorsed date, sent from Chop to Strakowice, 
VF and scarce, illustrated on page 145 of the Cat., C.v. CZK9,000

150

557 * 4-7 1945 (July 17), five Star stamps, ''10''x2, ''20'', ''40'' and ''60'' used on 
registered cover in Uzhgorod, black circular postal markings together 
with boxed ds and violet two-line censorship, VF, Est. $300-$400 

150

558 * 6-7 1945 (September 4), entire registered wrapper from Bilky to Irshava 
District Court, franked by 4 Star stamps, including a single of ''40'' 
green and ''60'' red in block of 3, violet boxed censorship marking on 
reverse, F/VF and scarce 

150

559 * 7 1945 (December 1), cover from Horonda Women Public School to Uzh-
gorod, addressed to the desk of ''Zakarpatskaya Pravda'', posted in the 
mail at Strabychovo (closest Post Office), franked by Star stamp of ''60'' 
red, boxed straight line and circular school's seals, VF

100

560 * 1-3, 4, 6 Uzhgorod Origin Postal History Items 1945, 5 covers mounted on Col-
lection pages, all but one sent by registered mail, four sent in Uzhgorod 
and one addressed to Brumov (Czechoslovakia), nice franking with perf 
and imperf No.2, gutter pair of No.3, imperf No.1 and perf No.2, and etc., 
3 have violet censorship markings, VF, Est. $800-$1,000

400

561 * Incoming Correspondences from Czechoslovakia 1945, 3 covers, two 
originated from Prague (postage paid by cash or franked with Bohemia 
and Moravia 4.20k green) and one from Secovce, addressed to Mukačevo, 
Uzhgorod and Chust, two apparently were returned to sender, mostly F/
VF, Est. $300-$400 (website photo)

150

562 * Incoming Correspondences from Hungary 1945, two covers (one is 
COD) and two postcards (one is stationery 12f red violet), sent from Kar-
cag, Budapest (2) and Szolnok, addressed to Uzhgorod (2), Mukačevo 
and Velyka Dobron, presented on two pages from the Collection, mostly 
VF, Est. $400-$500

200

563 * Free Frank Official Mailings 1945, 5 items, including 3 court notices 
and 2 correspondences between different Soviet Departments, originated 
from Bilky, Khomets, Kostryna, Lalovo (with receiver of Zahattya) and 
Uzhgorod, mostly VF and scarce group, Est. $400-$500

200

564 * Military Correspondence 1945 (June 16), free-frank cover from Velyki 
Luchky to Soviet Field Post No.39/242, postmarked on arrival on June 
18 and with boxed censorship marking on reverse, minor paper waves, 
F/VF and scarce, Est. $200-$250 

100

565 * 1-8 Large Postal History Collection 1945, 96 items and 6 cancelled pieces, 
representing covers and cards mainly franked by Soviet issues, besides 
them 4 official free-frank items, 1 franked by Uzhgorod surcharge and 
1 by Soviet aviator stamp; 10 covers or cards have Uzhgorod origin, 
then correspondences from Antalovce to Volove, the total is 59 different 
towns and villages, vast majority is one of each, more then one are pre-
sented Berehovo (3 items and 2 pieces), Chust (2 items), Irshava (3+1), 
Mukačevo (4 items) and a few others; all arranged on Collection pages, 
occasional conveyance flaws possible, generally nice and valuable unit 
with individual prices $100-$250, F/VF, Est. $10,000-$15,000 (website 
photo)

5,000
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Lot Cat. # Description Est $

POSTAL STATIONERY ITEMS
566 * Hungarian Postal Stationery Cards used in Carpatho-Ukraine 1945, 

two cards 18f green, sent from Uzhgorod to Barkasovo (29.01) or from 
Chust to Syvlyush, two-line boxed censorship markings, mostly VF, ar-
ranged on one page from the Collection, Est. $200-$250

100

567 * Cd1a, 
Cd3

Chust Postal Stationery Items 1944, black handstamped overprint 
''ČSP. 1944'' on stationery card 18f dark green and on letter card 
30f red, both are unused and VF, expertized by S. Sablatura, C.v. 
CZK21,500=US$975 

200

Mukačevo Postal Stationery Items

568 * Md1 1944, two stationery cards of 18f dark green with black ''ČSR'' hands-
tamp, one unused and the other one sent to Kendereshiv, tied by black 
''9.XII.1944'' ds with large MUKAČEVO marking, censorship ''Provereno'' 
is alongside, VF and scarce, C.v. CZK24,000

300

569 * Md1 1944, three stationery cards of 18f dark green with black ''ČSR'' hands-
tamp, two unused and one sent to Medvedivtsi, tied by black ''5.XII.1944'' 
date stamp, large MUKAČEVO cancellation and censorship ''Provereno'' 
is alongside, VF, C.v. CZK28,000

300

570 * Md2 
(M83N)

1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on stationery card 6f light 
green uprated by 12f emerald with the same handstamp but placed 
downward (used as a postcard stamp), unused, VF and rare, this card 
illustrated on page91 of the Cat., C.v. CZK25,000

250

571 * Md3 
(M82N)

1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on stationery card 8f light 
green uprated by 10f brown with the same handstamp but placed down-
ward (used as a postcard stamp), unused, VF and rare, this card illus-
trated on page 92 of the Cat., C.v. CZK25,000

250

572 * Md4 
(M81N)

1944, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'' on stationery card 12f dark 
green uprated by 6f slate gray with the same handstamp but placed 
downward (used as a postcard stamp), unused, VF and rare, this card 
illustrated on page 92 of the Cat., C.v. CZK25,000

250

573 * Md5-6 
(M84N)

1944, two illustrated postal stationery cards of 16f gray violet, each one 
with black handstamped ''ČSR'' overprint and bearing St. Stephan's 
Crown stamp of 8f dark green with the same handstamp, both are un-
used, mounted on page from the Collection, VF and scarce couple, C.v. 
CZK23,000

250

574 * Md5 
(M84N)

1944 (December 9), illustrated postcard (view of Lillafured) 16f gray vi-
olet together with Crown 8f dark green, both with black handstamps 
''ČSR'' sent to Kendereshiv (now - Konoplivtsi), circular date stamp, large 
MUKAČEVO line marking and ''Provereno'' censorship alongside, VF and 
scarce, C.v. CZK30,000

300

575 * Md6 
(M84N)

1944 (December 7), illustrated postcard (view of Tihany) 16f gray violet 
together with Crown 8f dark green, both with black handstamps ''ČSR'' 
sent to Medvedivtsi, circular date stamp, large MUKAČEVO line mark-
ing and ''Provereno'' censorship alongside, VF, C.v. CZK10,000

150

576 * Md5-6 
(M84N)

1944, two unused and one used illustrated postcards (views of Lillafured 
and Tihany - 2) 16f gray violet, each one with Crown 8f dark green ap-
plied, black handstamps ''ČSR'', used one addressed to Medvedivtsi, ''5.
XII.44'' circular date stamp, large MUKAČEVO line marking and ''Prover-
eno'' censorship, VF and scarce, C.v. CZK33,000 (website photo)

400

577 * Md6 var 1944, illustrated postal stationery card (view of Tihany) 16f gray violet 
together with St. Stephan's Crown 8f dark green, both with inverted (!) 
''ČSR'' handstamp, unused, VF and extremely rare, only two such cards 
known, Est. $1,000-$1,500 

500
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Lot Cat. # Description Est $

578 * Mc1, Mc3 1944, two Telegram forms of 2f black, printed on watermarked paper, 
on green - express delivery (lightly folded once) or on creamy (unfolded) 
- normal delivery, black handstamp ''ČSR'' on stamps only, both are 
unused and mounted on pages from the Collection, VF and rare, C.v. 
CZK36,000=US$1,625

400

579 * Mc4, 
Mc4a

1944, two forms of Telegraphic Money Transfer, 2f black on slightly gray-
ish thick watermarked paper, first one with ''ČSR'' handstamp on stamp 
and over Hungarian Postal Emblems (lightly folded once), the last one 
has handstamp over pre-printed stamp only, both are unused and VF, 
C.v. CZK36,000

400

580 * Mc5-6 1944, two forms for Cash on Delivery Parcel Cards of 10f black, first 
one is large size on gray green paper (folded once), the other one - on 
buff paper (unfolded), black handstamp ''ČSR'' on stamps only, both 
are unused, VF and rare, illustrated on pages 98-99 of the Cat., C.v. 
CZK30,000

400

581 * Mc7, 
Mc7a

1944, two International Cash on Delivery Forms with a dot after ''Lap'' 
and inscription at top, 2f black on greenish gray paper, two or one black 
handstamped overprint ''ČSR'', both are unused, mounted on page from 
the Collection, VF, rare, Dr. Mihaly certificate for MC7a, C.v. CZK36,000

400

582 * Mc8a 1944, International Cash on Delivery Form 2f black on light green paper, 
no dot after ''Lap'' and no top inscription, Hungarian form of 1943, black 
''ČSR'' overprint on stamp only, unused, VF and rare, C.v. CZK18,000 

200

583 * Mc8b, c, 
var

1944, three International Cash on Delivery Forms 2f black on light green 
(1) or gray green paper, no dot after ''Lap'' and no top inscription, all 
forms of 1944, black ''ČSR'' overprint on stamp and emblem or on stamp 
only, one with very light impression of the handstamp, all are unused, 
VF and rare assemblage, C.v. CZK54,000++

600

584 * Mc9, 
Mc9a

1944, two Money Order forms, 2f black, printed on rose watermarked 
paper, black handstamped overprint ''ČSR'', first one has three (on 
stamp and on both emblems) or one (on stamp only), both placed on one 
page from the Collection, fresh, unused and VF, C.v. CZK30,000

400

585 * Mc10 1944, International Money Order form, 2f black on yellow paper without 
watermark, Hungarian form of 1930, three black handstamps ''ČSR'' on 
stamp and emblems, housed on page from the Collection, unused and 
VF, C.v. CZK15,000 

200

586 * Mc11 1944, Parcel Card form, 1f blue, printed on buff paper, black hands-
tamped overprint ''ČSR'', fresh, unused and VF, C.v. CZK15,000 

200

587 D Mc12 1944, Customs Declaration form, 2f black, printed on green water-
marked paper, black handstamp ''ČSR'', minor paper folds, still VF and 
very rare, only 2 such items known, C.v. CZK18,000 

250

588 D Mc13-15 1944, three Domestic Animals Trade Certificates, 50f green (sheep, goats, 
pigs), 1p red (horses) and 2p lilac (horses or oxen), each one with black 
''ČSR'' handstamp, VF, two with Dr. Blaha's guarantees, C.v. CZK36,000 

450

589 D Mc16 1944, International Reply Coupon, 64f blue on yellow background, 
two black handstamps ''ČSR'', unused, VF and very rare, only 5 pieces 
known, C.v. CZK22,000 

300

590 D M18-19 1944-45, Postal Bank Saving card 20f carmine on thin grayish card-
board with text in green, bearing 2p brown and 5p purple with black 
handstamp ''ČSR'', the same overprint over the emblem, rust trace from 
a clip at top left, otherwise fresh, VF and very rare, C.v. for stamps only 
CZK11,900 as hinged, Est. $400-$500

200

591 D Mc17, 
Mf5 x2, 
Mf7

1944, Postal Check form, 1.20p black on orange network with three 
bond stamps applied on reverse - 3f in horizontal pair and a single of 
24f, each item with black handstamp ''ČSR'', check form folded once, 
otherwise VF and rare, only two known, both folded, C.v. CZK25,000 
(stamps not counted)

400
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592 D Mc18, a, 
Mc19

1944, 2 Postal Money Order forms in dark green or green, printed on 
dark or light buff paper; and form for Letter with Value Declare, black 
text on grayish paper, each item with one or two black ''ČSR'' hands-
tamps, all are unused and VF, C.v. CZK9,000 (website photo)

200

593 * Mc20, 
Mc21a-
22a

1944, stationery items for Field Post correspondences, form of parcel 
card and two postcard forms on rose or gray green paper, each item with 
one ''ČSR'' handstamp in black, fresh and VF, C.v. CZK16,000 

250

NRZU (Narodna Rada Zakarpatskoi Ukrainy - National Council of 
Carpatho-Ukraine) Postal Stationery Items

Uzhgorod

594 * Ud1 1945, stationery postcard 18f green with black surcharge ''40'' under 38 
degree angle (no bars obliterating Hungarian text), unused, VF and the 
only known card in unused condition, priced with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. 
$1,000-$1,200

500

595 * Ud1, U48 1945 (March 17), stationery postcard 18f green with black surcharge 
''40'' (no bars obliterating text) uprated by ''60''/12f emerald, sent from 
Berehovo to Budapest, violet circular postal marking with date endorsed 
at the bottom, boxed censorship marking, VF and reportedly the only 
known properly used No.1 postcard, C.v. CZK45,000=US $2,040

500

596 * Ud1 1945 (April 6), stationery postcard 18f green with black surcharge ''40'' 
(no bars obliterating text), sent from Fuzesabony (Hungarian town in 
100 miles from Uzhgorod) to Szeged, circular date stamp, VF and the 
only known CU No.1 card used in Hungary, Est. $500-$600

250

597 * Ud2, a 1945, two stationery postcards 18f in green or dark green, each one with 
black surcharge ''40'' under 38 degree angle, text ''ОТКРЫТКА'' (Post-
card) and bars obliterating Hungarian text, both are unused, mounted 
on page from the Collection, VF, C.v. CZK8,500

150

598 * Ud2, U39 1945 (March 21), stationery postcard 18f green with black surcharge 
''40'' uprated by stamp ''60''/2f orange, sent from Chust to Hungary, 
tied by black circular ds, violet boxed censorship marking is alongside, 
mostly VF and rare, C.v. CZK30,000++

400

599 * Ud2 1945 (April 18), two stationery postcards 18f green with black surcharge 
''40'', first one representing strong shift of obliterating bars to the right, 
both cards sent from Syvlyush to Tekov, tied by violet circular postal 
markings with date endorsed, boxed receivers, represented on one page 
from the Collection, VF and rare couple, C.v. CZK60,000

600

600 * Ud2a, 
2, 6

1945 (August 13), stationery postcard 18f dark green with black sur-
charge ''40'' uprated by two stamps of Soviet issues, sent by registered 
mail in Uzhgorod, tied by violet circular letter ''A'' postal marking, censor-
ship handstamp is alongside, mostly VF and scarce, C.v. CZK25,000++

300

601 * Ud2 1945 (October 26), stationery postcard 18f dark green with black sur-
charge ''40'', sent from Nyzhni Vorota to Uzhgorod, tied by black postal 
marking with dater in oval and violet boxed censorship marking are 
alongside, filing fold and archival holes, still F/VF, rare, C.v. CZK30,000

150

602 * Ud3, a 1945, two stationery postcards 18f in green or dark green with black sur-
charge ''40'' over black handstamped Chust overprint ''ČSP. 1944'', first 
one with pre-printed paper fold, both are unused, VF, C.v. CZK11,000 

150

603 * Ud3 1945, black surcharge ''40'' over black Chust overprint ''ČSP. 1944'' on 
stationery postcard18f green, sent from Svalyava to Uzhgorod, violet 
postal marking away from the stamp, some reversal soiling, still F/VF 
and rare, this card priced with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. $600-$750

300

604 * Ud3 1945 (March 5), stationery postcard 18f green with black surcharge ''40'' 
over handstamp ''ČSP. 1944'', sent from Velykyi Bereznyi to Barkasovo, 
violet circular marking with endorsed date and boxed censorship are 
alongside, VF and rare, priced with ''-'' in the Cat., Est. $1,000-$1,200

500
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605 * Ud3a 1945 (April 18), stationery postcard 18f dark green with black surcharge 
''40'' over handstamp ''ČSP. 1944'' sent from Syvlyush to Velyka Ko-
panya, endorsed date inside violet circular marking, boxed arrival at left, 
mostly VF and very scarce, C.v. CZK30,000

400

606 * Ud3a 1945 (September 2), black surcharge ''40'' over black handstamp ''ČSP. 
1944'' on stationery postcard 18f dark green, sent from Kerets'ky to 
Svalyava, cancelled by violet circular postal marking, the similar Svalya-
va receiver at left, manuscript date on reverse, VF and very scarce, espe-
cially with entry and arrival markings, C.v. CZK30,000++

400

607 * Ud3a 1945, stationery postcard 18f dark green with black surcharge ''40'' over 
black Chust handstamp, uprated by Hungarian surcharged value and 
sent from Kisvarda (Hungarian town in 50 miles from Uzhgorod) to Szol-
nok, straight line censorship is alongside, VF, Est. $300-$400

150

Berehove

608 * Ud4 I, II, 
4a I, II

1945, 4 stationery postcards 18f green or dark green with black sur-
charge ''-.40'' under 88 degree angle, horizontal obliterating bars above 
stamp either 17.5mm (type I) or 22.5mm (type II), all are unused, housed 
on two pages from the Collection, C.v. CZK12,400 (website photo)

200

609 * Ud4 I 1945, two stationery postcards 18f green with black surcharge ''-.40'' 
under 88 degree angle and bar of type I, first one sent in Uzhgorod, the 
other one - from Chop to Monok (Hungary), violet postal markings, the 
last one with receiver and censorship hs, both are VF, C.v. CZK12,000

200

610 * Ud4 II, 
U51

1945 (March 21), black surcharge ''-.40'' on stationery postcard 18f 
green, bar of type II, uprated by red surcharge ''60''/18f gray, sent from 
Mukačevo to Hungary, violet postal marking and boxed censorship hs, 
VF, C.v. CZK7,000++ 

100

611 * Ud4a I, 7 1945 (October 21), stationery postcard 18f dark green with black sur-
charge ''-.40'', bar type I, uprated by Star stamp of ''60'' red, sent from 
Berehove to Hingary, cancelled by violet postal marking, boxed dater and 
censorship are alongside, mostly VF, C.v. CZK6,500

100

612 * Ud5 I 1945, stationery card 18f green with black overprint ''-.40'' (88 degree 
angle) over black Chust handstamp ''ČSP. 1944'', bar over stamp is type 
I (17.5mm), unused, VF, expertized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK10,000 

150

613 * Ud5 I var 1945, stationery card 18f green with black overprint ''-.40'' (88 degree 
angle) over black Chust handstamp ''ČSP. 1944'', vertical and horizontal 
bars are significantly turned clockwise, unused, VF and scarce, illus-
trated on page 116 of the Cat., Est. $400-$500

200

614 * Ud5 I, var 1945, two stationery postcards 18f green or dark green, printed on 
creamy or light buff paper, black overprint ''-.40'' (88 degree angle) over 
black Chust handstamp ''ČSP. 1944'', both with bar type I (17.5mm), 
unused, VF, C.v. CZK20,000 (website photo)

300

615 * Ud5 I 1945, two used stationery postcards 18f green with black overprint ''-
.40'' (88 degree angle) over black Chust handstamp ''ČSP. 1944'', both 
with bar type I (17.5mm), one sent in Uzhgorod, the other one from Uzh-
gorod to Serednje (paper scratch at top left), appropriate circular postal 
markings, F/VF and scarce, C.v. CZK40,000

400

Mukačevo

616 * Ud6, var 1945, two stationery postcards 12f red lilac with black surcharge ''-.40'' 
under 57 degree angle, additional bars obliterating Hungarian text, one 
card has light impression of the vertical bar, unused, VF and scarce, 
C.v. CZK18,000 

250

617 * Ud9, a 1945, two stationery postcards 18f dark green or green with black 
surcharge ''-.40'' under 57 degree angle over Chust ''ČSP. 1944'' hand-
stamp, additional bars obliterating Hungarian text, both are unused, 
VF, C.v. CZK10,500 (website photo) 

150
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618 * Ud9, var 1945, two stationery postcards 18f dark green with black surcharge ''-
.40'' under 57 degree angle over Chust ''ČSP. 1944'' handstamp, one 
card has full offset of surcharge, text and invalidating bars on reverse, 
which seems very scarce, both cards are unused, VF, C.v. CZK10,000++

250

619 * Ud9 var 1945, double (!) black surcharge ''-.40'' under 57 degree angle over ''ČSP. 
1944'' handstamp on stationery postcard 18f dark green, sent from Lyp-
cha (not cancelled, but with sender's endorsement) to Soviet Field PO 
No. 68.507-N, arrival marking is on front together with boxed censor-
ship in rose red, some folds and repaired tear at top, still fine and prob-
ably unique card, C.v. CZK30,000 for card without variety, Est. $1,000-
$1,200

500

620 * Ud9, U8 1945, stationery postcard 18f dark green with black surcharge ''-.40'' 
under 57 degree angle over Chust handstamp ''ČSP. 1944'', uprated with 
''60''/30f deep carmine (1st Uzhgorod issue, type 2), sent from Uzhgorod 
to Chop and bearing entry and arrival markings, which is scarce, VF, 
C.v. CZK30,000++

400

621 * Ud9 1945 (March 7), stationery postcard 18f dark green with black surcharge 
''-.40'' (57 degree angle) over ''ČSP. 1944'' handstamp, sent from Rako-
shyno (straight line marking ''Pochta Rakoshyno'') to Mukačevo, unde-
livered and returned to sender on March 7, two-line boxed censorship 
marking, F/VF and rare, C.v. CZK30,000

350

622 * Ud9 1945 (June 22), stationery postcard 18f dark green with black surcharge 
''-.40'' (57 degree angle) over ''ČSP. 1944'' handstamp, sent from Svalya-
va to Soviet Field PO No.68507-A, two-line boxed censorship marking 
and ''26.6.45'' FPO arrival are alongside, some folds, still fine and rare, 
C.v. CZK30,000

300

623 * Ud9, 7 1945 (September 7), stationery postcard 18f dark green with black sur-
charge ''-.40'' (57 degree angle) over ''ČSP. 1944'' handstamp, uprated 
by Star stamp of ''60'' red, sent from Chust to Hungary, two-line boxed 
censor ship marking and Nyirderes ''15.9.45'' receiver are alongside, VF 
and rare, C.v. CZK30,000++

250

624 * Ud9 1945 (September 26), stationery postcard 18f dark green with black 
surcharge ''-.40'' (57 degree angle) over ''ČSP. 1944'' handstamp, sent 
from Svalyava to Mukačevo, violet circular postal marking with endorsed 
date, minor corner folds, still F/VF and rare, C.v. CZK30,000

300

625 * Ud9, 4, 5 1945 (September 28), black surcharge ''-.40'' (57 degree angle) over 
handstamp ''ČSP. 1944'' on stationery card 18f dark green, uprated by 
three Star stamps - pair of ''10'' and a single of ''20'', sent from Chust to 
Hungary, cancelled by circular date stamp, boxed censorship and arrival 
markings are alongside, VF and rare, C.v. CZK30,000++

350

626 * Ud10, a 1945, unused and used stationery postcards 18f dark green or green 
with red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 degree angle), used one sent on March 26 
from Mukačevo to Hungary and bearing boxed censorship marking, 
mostly VF and rare, C.v. CZK28,000 

350

627 * Ud10a 1945 (April 25), red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 degree angle) on stationery post-
card 18f green, sent from Chust to Romania, tied by circular date stamp, 
for some reasons redirected to Bucharest and delayed there until Janu-
ary 7, 1946, Cluj arrival marking ''20.JAN.46'', boxed censorship hs, VF 
and rare well travelled card, C.v. CZK25,000

300

628 * Ud12, var 1945, two stationery postcards 12f red lilac with red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 
degree angle), horizontal bars under ''ОТКРЫТКА'' either 36x9mm or 
36x4.5mm, the last one is not mentioned in the Cat., both are unused 
and VF, C.v. CZK15,000++ 

250

629 * Ud13 1945 (December 13), red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 degree angle) over Chust 
overprint ''ČSP. 1944'' on stationery card 12f red lilac, Chust letter ''D'' 
date stamp, addressed to Uzhgorod, VF, used card priced with ''-'' in the 
Cat., Est. $500-$600 

250
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630 * Ud14, var 1945, three stationery postcards 18f dark green with red surcharge ''1.-
'' under 54 degree angle, horizontal bar over ''ОТКРЫТКА'' is 36x9mm, 
one card is practically normal, while two others have significant shifts of 
red color to the top or to the right, all are unused, VF and spectacular, 
C.v. CZK9,000++ (website photo)

200

631 * Ud14 1945 (August 18), stationery postcard 18f dark green with red surcharge 
''1.-'' (54 degree angle), bar is 36x9mm, sent from Kerets'ky to Svalyava, 
VF and rare, C.v. CZK30,000 

300

632 * Ud15, var 1945, two stationery postcards 18f dark green with red surcharge ''1.-'' 
(54 degree angle) over Chust handstamp ''ČSP. 1944'', one card has no 
accent over ''C'', bars size under ''ОТКРЫТКА'' 36x9mm, both are un-
used and VF, C.v. CZK10,000++ 

150

633 * Ud16 II, 
var

1945, two stationery postcards 12f red lilac, printed on smooth yellow 
buff or rough buff paper, red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 degree angle) over black 
''ČSP. 1944'' handstamp, horizontal bar size 90x9mm, both are unused, 
presented on page from the Collection, VF, C.v. CZK36,000

400

634 * Ud17 I 1945, stationery postcards 18f dark green with red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 
degree angle), horizontal bar under ''ОТКРЫТКА'' 36x11mm, unused, 
VF, C.v. CZK12,000 

150

635 * Ud17 I, 
var

1945, unused and used (Chust, December 13) stationery postcards 18f 
dark green with red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 degree angle), unused card has 
horizontal bar under ''ОТКРЫТКА'' 36x11mm, used one has bar size 
36x16mm (not mentioned in the Cat.), both are VF, C.v. CZK42,000++

400

636 * Ud17 II, 
var

1945, two unused stationery postcards 18f dark green, printed on yel-
lowish gray or buff paper, red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 degree angle), horizon-
tal bar 90x9mm, VF, C.v. CZK24,000++ (website photo) 

300

637 * Ud17 II, 
var

1945, two stationery postcards 18f dark green, light red or deep red 
surcharge ''1.-'' (54 degree angle), horizontal bar under ''ОТКРЫТКА'' 
90x9mm, the last one with text ''Отправитель'' is partly missing, both 
are unused, VF, C.v. CZK24,000++ 

300

638 * Ud17a II 1945, stationery postcard 18f green with red surcharge ''1.-'' (54 degree 
angle), horizontal bar under ''ОТКРЫТКА'' 90x9mm, unused, VF and 
scarce, C.v. CZK12,000 

150

639 * Ud18 I 
var, U59

1945, stationery postcard 18f dark green with red surcharge ''1.-'' over 
Chust ''ČSP. 1944'' handstamp, unlisted bar size 36x16mm, uprated 
with black surcharge ''60'' on St. Margaret 30f carmine, sent from Ra-
khiv to Soviet Field PO No.63231, red censorship and arrival ''26.5.45'' 
ds are alongside, some conveyance faults, still fine and rare card, exper-
tized by Dr. Blaha, C.v. CZK35,000++

300

640 * Ud18 I 
var, 2

1945 (September 18), stationery postcard 18f dark green with red sur-
charge ''1.-'' over Chust ''ČSP. 1944'' handstamp, unlisted bar size 
36x16mm, a single of Broken Chain ''100'' dark blue with star label is 
affixed on the left, sent from Mukačevo to Brno, circular postal markings 
on stamp only (these cards were not valid for postage from August 31), 
boxed censorship is alongside, mostly VF

200

Surcharges on Field Post cards

641 * Ud19 I, II, 
Ud20 I, II

1945, black surcharges ''-.40'' directly on military card or on card over 
black Chust surcharge 18f, two pairs printed on rose paper with black 
bar at left either 45x9mm or 63x9mm, all are unused, placed on two 
Collection pages, VF, C.v. CZK13,500 (website photo)

200

642 * Ud19 II 1945 (September 5), black surcharge ''-.40'' on fieldpost card printed on 
rose paper, sent by registered mail from Bilky to Berehove, violet circular 
postal cancellation, boxed censorship is alongside, boxed ''1945,SEP.13'' 
receiver, mostly VF, C.v. CZK8,000

150
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643 * Ud20 I, II 1945, two fieldpost cards with black surcharge ''-.40'' over Chust sur-
charge 18f, printed on rose paper, horizontal bars 45x9mm or 63x9mm, 
first one with interesting foldover with a part of top obliterating orna-
ment on reverse, both are unused and VF, CZK8,000

150

644 * Ud20 I, 
5-7

1945, two fieldpost cards with black surcharge ''-.40'' over Chust sur-
charge 18f, printed on rose paper, horizontal bar size 45x9mm, uprated 
by star stamps of ''60'' of ''20'' and ''40'', both sent from Chinadiiovo to 
Czechoslovakia, VF, C.v. CZK18,000

250

645 * Ud20 I 1945 (April 11), fieldpost card with black surcharge ''-.40'' over Chust 
surcharge 18f, printed on rose paper, horizontal bar 45x9mm, sent from 
Dubove to Ust'-Chorna, violet postal marking, archival pinhole at left, 
still VF, C.v. CZK9,000 

150

646 * Ud20 II 1946 (February 12), fieldpost card with black surcharge ''-.40'' over 
Chust surcharge 18f, printed on rose paper, horizontal bar 63x9mm, 
sent from Svalyava to Uzhgorod, violet postal marking, mostly VF, C.v. 
CZK9,000 

150

647 * Ud21, a, 
var

1945, 5 fieldpost cards with black surcharge ''-.40'' printed on green or 
gray green paper, complete (2) or broken obliterating ornament above 
Hungarian emblem, including one card on gray paper (not listed in the 
Cat.), all are unused and VF, C.v. CZK8,100++

200

648 * Ud21a 
var

1945, unused and used (Berehove) fieldpost cards with black surcharge 
''-.40'' on gray green paper, incomplete obliterating ornaments and bars, 
on used card in addition they are shifted to the left for 18mm, F/VF, 
spectacular and rare duo, Est. $400-$500

200

649 * Ud21a, 
var

1945, two fieldpost cards with black surcharge ''-.40'' on gray green pa-
per, both are used in Chop, one with slight offset of obliterating bars on 
reverse, mostly VF, Est. $300-$400 (website photo) 

150

650 * Ud21a, 1 1945, fieldpost card with black surcharge ''-.40'', printed on gray green 
paper, uprated by Soldier ''60'' deep red, sent from Chinadiiovo to Czech-
oslovakia, violet postal markings, VF, C.v. CZK8,000++ 

100

651 * Ud21a 1945 (April 20), fieldpost card with black surcharge ''-.40'', printed on 
gray green paper, sent from Chop to Czechoslovakia, violet circular post-
al and boxed censorship markings, delayed and upon arrival ''11.X.45'' 
receiver was applied, mostly VF, C.v. CZK8,000

100

652 * Ud21a, 7 1945 (July 2), fieldpost card with black surcharge ''-.40'', printed on gray 
green paper, uprated by Star stamp of ''60'' red, sent from Barkasovo to 
Budapest, postal marking and boxed censorship hs, VF, C.v. CZK8,000 

100

653 * Ud21a, 
4, 6

1945 (October 28), fieldpost card with black overinked (!) surcharge ''-
.40'', printed on gray green paper, uprated by Star stamps of ''10'' and 
''40'', sent from Uzhgorod to Mukačevo, violet postal markings and boxed 
date stamp is alongside, VF, C.v. CZK8,000++

100

654 * Ud21a, 
var

Group of 5 Postcards with surcharge ''-40'' on gray green paper 1945, 
one with broken ornament, three uprated by stamps from Soviet issues 
(Soldier ''60'' with very light impression), sent from Uzhgorod, Berehove, 
Chop (2) and Rakhiv, two addressed to Czechoslovakia or Hungary, mi-
nor flaws, F/VF overall, C.v. CZK40,000, Est. $600-$800 (website photo)

300

655 * Two Stationery Items 1945, the only known return receipt for the court 
notice sent from Perechyn District Court to Tur'ya-Bystra, telegram from 
Syvlyush to Uzhgorod, both with appropriate postal markings, some 
folds, still F/VF, an interesting couple for a specialist, Est. $300-$400

150

656 * Soviet Army Stationery Items 1945, three free-frank military illus-
trated letter-cards (2) or postcard, two addressed to Chinadiivo and one 
to Uzhgorod, appropriate Field PO and censorship markings, minor con-
veyance flaws, F/VF, Est. $300-$400 

150

END OF SALE. THANK YOU!
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WE BUY AND TAKE FOR CONSIGNMENT COLLECTIONS,
ACCUMULATIONS, DEALER’S STOCKS, SINGLE RARE 

STAMPS AND POSTAL HISTORY OF THE WORLD
10% sales commission only.
No  charge for unsold lots.

Reserve prices always negotiable. 
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